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ABSTRACT 

This study was conducted to determine l) what differences existed 

between six interspecific hybrids of the genus Cucurbita with respect to 

bivalent configurations, quartet formation and percent viable pollen, 

2) what the cause of genie male sterility was in an alloautotriploid of 

Cucurbita. 

Male buds used for cytological analysis were fixed in Camoy's 

solution and stained in Snow's alcoholic hydrochloric acid-carmine 

mixture. Pollen grains used for determination of viability were fixed 

in Carnoy's solution vriLth chloroform and stained in Alexander's mala

chite green, acid fuchsin, orange G formula. Staminate buds collected 

for histological analysis were fixed in FAA, dehydrated and embedded in 

paraffin and cut at 10 microns thickness. They were stained in a saf-

ranin, fast green, orange G solution. 

Two cultivars of the domestic species, Cucurbita maxima, both 

male sterile due to recessive alleles, were used as the female parent 

in crosses with the wild mesophytic species, C. lundelliana and two 

cultivars of moschata. All resulting hybrids were genie male 

fertile. The frequency of bivalents per cell, percent normal quartets 

and percent viable pollen were higher in the crosses involving C. 

lundelliana than in the two cultivated species, C. maxima and C. mos

chata. In addition, the interspecific hybrid between Ĉ  moschata and 
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C. lundelliana is highly fertile with a very high frequency of 19.7 

bivalents per cell, almost 100/j normal quartets and greater than 75/* 

viable pollen. In comparison, one hybrid between maxima and C. 

moschata had only 15-6 bivalents per cell, 16.3,0 normal quartets and 

only 1.4/i viable pollen. In general the data revealed that the percent 

viable pollen decreased with a decrease in percent normal microspores 

and a reduction in the frequency of bivalents per cell. 

The genie male sterile alloautotriploid5 I-IMF contains two 

genomes from one cultivar of £«_ moschata (MM) and a single genome from 

C. foetidissima (FF). At anthesis, the androecium from this hybrid is 

totally collapsed whereas a second alloautotriploid, HM'F, which con

tains one genome each from two moschata cultivars, KM and M'K1, and 

a third genome from foetidissima, had a completely intact androe

cium at anthesis, vdth evidence of pollen dehiscence. Data suggests 

that a single gene or gene complex on one chromosome from moschata 

(M'M1) is capable of restoring fertility. 

Cytological comparisons of these two alloautotriploids showed 

no meiotic differences until the quartet developmental stage. The male 

sterile plant had 62. L[fo quartets containing only two microspores and 

35fa quartets with four microspores whereas the male fertile plant 

contained only 23.6̂  2-microspore quartets but had 74, j 4-microspore 

quartets. This suggests that suppression of the second meiotic division 

may be operating in the male sterile plant. 
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Examination of sectioned material revealed parallel development 

until the later stages of meiosis. All cells from male sterile plants 

contained an extremely thick membrane surrounding the developing micro

spores. This was never observed in maturing buds from male fertile 

plants. More important, during pollen maturation, the tapetal complex 

instead of showing normal deterioration, began to enlarge and expand 

into the anther cavity of male sterile plants, eventually crushing the 

pollen. During this destructive period, the entire androecial complex 

began to deteriorate. It was therefore apparent that abnormal tapetal 

behavior leads to the destruction of the androecium and the male 

gametophyte. 

Three different genie male sterile complexes were operating in 

the material studied. The first or the max complex is intraspecific, 

operating within the species maxima. Dominant genes in either C. 

maxima or other species are capable of fertility restoration. The 

second or the F complex is only present in interspecific hybrids which 

contain foetidissima and moschata (IK). Fertility is restored 

upon introducing a genome from C_̂  moschata (M'M') or lundelliana. 

The third or P complex involves interspecific male sterility with C. 

palmata. Regardless of the genome combinations and species used, if 

C. palmata genetic material is present, the resulting hybrid is male 

sterile. 



INTRODUCTION 

Creation of interspecific hybrids is one very useful method of 

introducing nevi genetic material into commercially important crops and 

ornamentals. Often interspecific diploid hybrids produce inviable ga

metes because of a chromosome imbalance brought on by failure of complete 

chromosome synapsis. This is referred to as chromosomal sterility. 

The problem with chromosomal sterility is usually overcome by doubling 

the chromosome number of the allocliploid v.dth a mitotic poisoner such 

as colchicine. 71.o rorultir.g amplJ. diploid no'..* conbaAno chro.~iosoi.ies, 

each of v/hich has a homologous partner, thus eliminating any problem 

which may arise due to chromosome imbalance. Occasionally, genie 

sterility is found in these hybrids. This type of sterility is not a 

result of the failure of normal chromosome pairing, but rather it is of 

a genie nature. 

In male buds of Cucurbita, chromosome sterility is manifested 

by the abortion of gametes, however the anthers remain intact and de

hiscence is noted at anthesis. Those species and interspecific hybrids 

of Cucurbita which are genieally male sterile show a completely aborted 

androecium at anthesis. 

All species of Cucurbita contain 2n = UJ chromosomes. Some 

interspecific hybrids are capable of producing progeny without the need 

for chromosome doubling. These allodiploids, such as the hybrid between 

C. mos chat a and lundelliana show a high frequency of bivalent s at 

1 



metaphase I, producing many viable gametes. Several interspecific 

diploid hybrids of Cucurbita were studied in order to determine, 

l) if cultivars of moschata, a domesticated species, or Cj_ lundel-

liana, a wild species, were capable of restoring male fertility to the 

allodiploid hybrids which contained a genome from one of two genie male 

sterile cultivars of maxima, 2) what degree of chromosomal sterility 

was present in each hybrid and 3) if bivalent frequencies and percent 

normal quartets could be used in predicting the degree of pollen 

viability. 

Interspecific genie male sterility is found in the hybr_ds be

tween moschata cv. 'Butternut1 and the wild species foctidisslna. 

Allodiploid, alloautotriploid ana amphidiploid hybrids between these 

two species all show complete androecial collapse at flower maturity. 

By introducing a genome from a second cultivar of moschata into the 

hybrid, genie fertility is restored. Two of these alloautotriploid 

hybrids, one with genie male sterility and the other with restored fertil 

it y, were studied in detail both cytologically and histologically in 

order to determine l) at what stage of microsporogenesis the genie steril 

ity was manifested and 2) what anatomical deviations were responsible 

for the anther abortion. 

Finally, the degree of cross compatibility between species and 

the degree of fertility in the progeny of interspecific hybrids will be 

used to make evolutionary inferences with respect to the various species 

under study. 



LITERATURE REVIEW 

Genus Cucurbita 

The genus Cucurbita is of New World origin with the center of 

distribution being either in the south-central region of Mexico or the 

northern portion of Central America. The early species of the genus 

were mesophytic and therefore were indigenous to tropical and semi-

tropical areas. The genus spread in both directions, expanding north

ward up through the United States, and southward into Argentina. In its 

northward expansion, some of the mesophytic species gave rise to xero-

phytic species which were capable of adapting to the desert regions of 

northern Mexico and southwestern United States (Whitaker and Davis, 

1962, p. 8). 

There are about 27 species comprising the genus. Within the 

genus are found annual and perennial species, those which are well 

adapted to tropical and sub-tropical regions (mesophytes), and those 

which are most suited to desert or semi-desert areas (xerophytes). Five 

cultivated species are included within the genus. Archeological evi

dence indicates that Cucurbita has been domesticated for at least 10,000 

years (Whitaker and Cutler, 1971)-

The cultivated species used in this investigation are Cucurbita 

maxima and Cj_ moschata. 

3 
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Cucurbita maxima Duch. (Winter squash, Turban squash, Marrow, 
Pumpkin). C_;_ maxima is indigenous to South America 
(Bolivia, Chile, Argentina). Seed dating back to 1200 
A.D. has been found in Peru (Carter, 1945). 

Cucurbita moschata Duch. ex Poir. (Winter squash, pumpkin). 
This species was well distributed over a wide area 
covering both N. America and S. America as early as 
pre-Columbian times. It is indigenous to C. America. 
The earliest record of seed was found in a dig in 
Huaca Prieta, Peru dating hack 3000 B.C.-4000 B.C. 
(Whitaker and Bird, 1949)• 

Those wild species studied were Ĉ  foetldissima, C. lundelliana, 

and Ĉ  palmata. 

Cucurbita foetidissima H.B.K. This is a semi-xerophytic peren
nial gourd found in dry waste land, prairies and old 
washes. In the U.S. it extends north to Nebraska, Kansas, 
and Missouri, going west from Colorado to California, and 
south from Texas to S. California into Mexico as far 
south as Guanajuato (Bailey, 1943)* 

Cucurbita lundelliana Bailey (Peten gourd). This is a meso-

phytic, perennial gourd indigenous to the more tropical 

regions of S.5. Mexico, Guatemala and British Honduras 

(Bailey, 1943). 

Cucurbita palmata VJats. This is a perennial, exrophytic gourd 

inhabiting S. California from the Mojave south into the 
interior valleys at low elevations, west to Arizona and 
in northern Baja occupying dry desert areas (Bailey, 

1943). 

All species of Cucurbita examined contain 2N = 40 chromosomes 

(Whitaker and Davis, 1962, p. 102). 

Passmore (1930) studying microsporogenesis in C_̂  pepo, found 20 

bivalents at metaphase I of meiosis. She also verified earlier work done 

by Castetter (1926) on Ĉ  maxima, showing it to contain 20 bivalents as 

well. 
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Yarnane (1950) and Rattle (1931) showed, that 0. moschata, C. 

maxiiTia and G_^_ pcnp all contained 21' = IQ chromosomes and Kayase (1951) » 

working with the two species ir.oschata and p.a;dna demonstrated 

that they indeed contained 20 (i:) chrornosorr.es. 

Chromosome numbers of three v/ild species and one domestic 

species were recorded by McKay (1931). Cuctjrbita di.qitata, C. palmata 

and Cj^ foetiriissiraa were all found to contain 2:1 = 1,0 chromosomes. In 

addition, the chromosome number of the Fig-leaf or Malabar gourd, C. 

ficifolia was reported to be 211 = AOe 

Finding that both wild xerophytes and mescphytes as well as 

the cultivated species all contain the diploid number of i;3 chromo

somes, indicates hov.T closely associated the species members are. This 

phenomenon has led several workers to examine the feasibility of inter

specific hybridisation between species of the genus Cucurbit a. Uithin 

the genus numerous species hybrids have been successfully produced. 

Not only has it been possible to create :<erophyte->:erophyte inter

specific hybrids but xerophyte-fliesophyte interspecific hybrids have 

been produced. In addition, some domestic-v/ild crosses have been tried. 

Interspecific Hybrids Involving the Cultivated Soecies 

Liberty K. Bailey (1929) described a successful interspecific 

hybrid cross between Cuc-irbita popo (female) and moschata (male) which 

yielded a few seed. These viable seed were gorvjn out and successive 

generations were produced. The work done by Castetter (1930) showed 

that this cross was accomplished in both directions, but reasonably 



fertile F^, and and successive generations come about only when C. 

pepo was used as the female parent. The F^ hybrid, pepo X C\ mos— 

chata was however reported, to be completely self sterile in another 

study ('Jhitaker and Bohn, 1950). 

Another series of crosses involving pepo and Cj^ maxima has 

been attempted by several experimenters. Castetter (1930) showed that 

the hybrid with pepo as the female parent v/as reasonably fertile 

and a large F^ population was grovm out. The reciprocal cross however, 

yielded 100,j self sterile F^ hybrids. veiling (1959) reported on this 

hybrid in a rather extensive study of meiosis in the F^s. He observed 

that the ;~apo X ; hybrid had a mean of 1^.9 univalents pzr 

each metaphase configuration whereas the maxima X pepo hybrid had 

a mean of only 7*3 univalents per cell. This was evidence that several 

chromosomes from each species had the ability to pair during meiosis. 

Although the F^ with maxima as the female, was totally self sterile, 

it produced more synapsed chromosomes according to '.Veiling. The percent 

normal quartets (4 microspores , 0 rnicronuclei) observed in the maxima— 

C. pepo cross was higher than the reciprocal hybrid, 6l.liQ.25 vs 43*5-

0.19. Since the pepo-C. rued-na cross produced more univalents it 

seemed probable that there would have been more cells v.dth rnicronuclei 

than in the reciprocal cross. 

In studying the amphidiploid between maxima and Ch_ pepo , 

Whitaker and Bohn (1950) showed it to be nearly 100,j sterile. The 

sterility was not a result of a chromosome imbalance since each 
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chromosome had a suitable pairing partner., but rather a result of some 

genie disturbance (sse discussion on sterility in a later section). 

An interspecific hybrid wliich has been studied by numerous 

workers is that involving the cross niaidsia X nose hat a and the 

reciprocal. Table 1 is a summary of the work done by some of these 

individuals. As indicated by Table 1 there is only a slight chance that 

the vail be productive enough to yield progeny. Greater success in 

producing F-^ plants was achieved when maxima was used as the female 

parent and more favorable results were obtained when maxima was the 

male parent in a backcross. 

Bemis and Nelson (19'63) showed that viable seed, producing F^ 

plants was possible when either Cj_ maxima or moschata was used as 

the female parent. The F^ seed development using maxima as the fe

male parent achieved 91,"' of the normal diploid whereas F^ seed using 

C. moschata as the female, attained only 69,^ of normal development. 

Uhitaker and Bo tin (1950) reported on the amphidiploid between 

these two species and showed that the fertility of the F^ increased over 

that of the allodiploid but complete sterility resulted when the amphi

diploid was crossed with either diploid parent. 

Other crosses involving the compatibility of the cultivated 

Cucurbita have been somewhat successful. Grebenscikov (1965) studied 

the crosses Cj_ ficifolia X maxima and C_;_ ficifolia X pepo and 

found both F^'s to be 100,3 sterile. Another investigation of meiosis 

in the F^ hybrid between C\_ maxima and ficifolia showed that a mean 



Table 1. Compatibility studies on the interspecific hybrid between maxima and Cj_ moschata. 

Cross 
Fi Self 
Fertility 

Microsporogenesis 
Number of Normal 
Univalents Quartets 

% Viable 
Pollen 

Backcross 
Parent 

Max* Mos Author 

Max x Mos (2N) Completely 
Sterile 

Success Castetter 
(1930) 

Max x Mos (2N) Completely 
Sterile 

Many 
abort 

Success 
(F1 as ?) 

Whitaker 
(1933) 

Max x Mos (2N) Nearly 
Sterile 36-38 5-6/PMC** 1.0-5.0 

Pearson, Hopp 
and Bohn (195: 

Mos x Max (2N) Nearly 
Sterile 36-38 — 

Very 
Success Slight 

Pearson et al. 
(1951) 

Max x Mos 
* 

(2N) 0-2 10.2 

Mos x Max (2N) 0-2 0.2 Yamane (1953) 

Max x Mos (2N) 9-8 35.6/o Weiling 
(1959) 

Max x Mos (AN) Slightly 
Fertile 

Cross Cross 
Sterile Sterile 

Whitaker and 
Bohn (1950) 

* Max and Mos refer to Cucurbita maxima and moschata respectively. 
** PMC - pollen mother cell. 

o» 
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of 32.6 univalents per cell with about 37'0$ normal quartets was produced 

(Weiling, 1959) • He also examined -the meiotic process in the mixta 

X pepo F^, and showed it to be nearly normal. The mean number of 

univalents per PNC was l.l;. 

With respect to the 5 cultivated species , there is a great degree 

of homology betv*een chromosomes from one species to another. The peren

nial, 0^ ficifolia, is the most far removed of the species« Cucurbita 

moschata appears to be more centrally related to the other annual spe

cies (t/hitaker and Davis, 1962, p. 110) . "Why these species are incom

patible is not known. It was suggested that complete pollen tube growth 

is inhibited in certain species crosses (Kayase, 1953) • w"hitaJcer and 

Davis (1962, p. 114) citing unpublished work of Doha on crosses involving 

the annual species, suggested that malfunction of endosperm leads to 

embryo starvation and subsequent abortion. 

Interspecific Hybrids Involving the Wild Spscies 

Interspecific hybrids and compatibilities involving several wild 

species have been extensively studied by Bemis and Nelson (1963). 

Interspecific crosses were made between two xerophytic species from 

Southwestern United States , palmata and Ch di-itata, and a third, 

C. cylindrata, v/hich is indigenous to Baja, Mexico. Each species was 

cross compatible producing fertile F-^ hybrids. A fourth xerophytic 

species, foetidissima, was found to be completely incompatible with 

the other three xerophytes since no viable embryos were ever produced. 

Four mesopliytes were also used in this study. Cucurbita sororia and C. 
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radicans were totally cross compatible, yielding F^ plants. lundel-

liana was not compatible with either C *_ sororia or G_._ radicans. nhen 

C. lundelliana was used as the female in a cross vdth C_. and re an a, F^ 

plants were produced 3 but andr carta x-:as not capable of being crossed 

to either C_. sororia or radicans«. Results from this study indicate 

that palr.iata, C« did, tat a and C_«_ cylindrata are all closely related 

species , that foetldissima is more distant from these three xerophytes 

and that the four wild mesophytes are quite distinct from all of the 

four xerophytes. 

Groff and Benis (1967b) reported on the bivalent frequency of 

the hybrids between C^_ cylindrata, C. palnata, and di~itata. Their 

findings indicate that nearly 100$ of the cells showed 2011, vdth the 

occasional presence of univalents and multivalents which v;ere no raore 

frequent than in each diploid species. This strong evidence of absolute 

homology between the chromosomes of these species suggests close evolu

tionary ties. There was r.o loss in fertility of the hybrids either in 

the F-^ or other generations, and the hybrids were often more vigorous 

than their parents* 

To this point, evidence has been clearly shown that l) there is 

a distant similarity between the annual cultivated species based on 

compatibility and viability studies; 2) there is an extremely close 

relationship between three xerophytes; and 3) the fourth xero phytic 

species, foetidissirna, is not compatible vdth these three xerophytes 

nor are several of the wild mesophytes. 
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Interspecific Hybrids Involving the Domestic and V/ild Species 

Several reports on the successes of wild-domestic interspecific 

hybridization in Cucurbita have been cited. Perhaps the most widely 

reaching series of crosses involves (% lundelliana, the Peten gourd. 

Whitaker (1956) described the successful crosses involving lundel

liana ana the five cultivated species. In Table 2 is a summary of his 

data. 

The first three crosses shoved good self and backcross fertility. 

These examples indicate the chromosome similarities between some culti

vated species and mid species. It appears that C_^ lundelliana is 

perhaps a close evolutionary link between the domestic and wild species. 

The cross between mo sc hat a and 0^ lundelliana has been in

vestigated because of the high degree of fertility in the F^ and all 

other generations. Whitaker (1959) extensively studied F^, F^, 

backcross (BG) generations. The mean pollen fertility for F^f F^t 

BC^og snd ̂ iund was ^ '} resPectively. Restoration 

of pollen fertility seems to be maternally affected based on the BG 

variation from one parent to the other. In another study involving C. 

rnoschata and 0j_ lundelliana, under normal conditions a mean of less 

than one univalent per PI.'C was observed, demonstrating the tremendous 

affinity between the two different genomes (Groff and Berais, 1967a). 

Whitaker (1962) reported on the interspecific hybrid between G^ maxima 

and G_^ lundelliana in great detail. Pie found that there was much male 

sterility associated with the BG to the Cj_ maxima parent. Kean pollen 
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Table 2. Crosses between Ĉ  lundelliana and some of the cultivated 
species of Cucurbita. 

Cross* 
Ketaphase I 
Configuration 

F]_ Backcross 
Fertility Successful to 

Stainable 
Poll en ( ,j) 

Lund. X Mos. 19-20 bivalents good either parent 42 

Lund. X Max. 19-20 bivalents good either parent 17 

Lund. X RLc. 19-20 bivalents good either parent 15 

Lund. X Pepo many seed needing embryo culture 

Lund. X Mix. many seed needing embryo culture 

* Lund. — Ĉ _ lundelliana, Mos. — Ĉ  moschata, Fic. — Ĉ  ficifolia. Pepo 
- c. pepo, Mis. - mixta. 
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fertility for F^, F^, ®^max 
was 17-6^, 23.4,% 65.9,Z and 

5«2,'S respectively. Similar results were obtained by Grebenscikov (19&5)  •  

He also found that the hybrid between sororia and Cj_ pepo yielded 

fertile F^, and BC progeny. 

Other wild—domestic crosses have been attempted. Bemis (19&3) 

made a series of several crosses involving Cj. moschata with C_^ foetidis-

sima, C » palm at a, and C^. di - it ata«. Each cross was successful, and with 

the aid of embryo culturef F^ plants were produced wliich were 100,3 male 

and female sterile. 

Grebenscikov (1958) first reported on the cross mo schata X 

C. foetidlsrirea. The was very vigorous once it started jrowir.g, but 

the plant was totally sterile and the male flowers showed complete 

anther abortion. In the same cross, Bemis (1970) extensively examined 

the allodiploid, alloautotriploid, and an phi diploid. Ke showed chromo

some configurations of 311 and 1(011 for the diploid ana amphidiploid 

respectively. The amphidiploid, although it showed normal pairing, was 

completely male sterile, indicating a genetic block to normal pollen 

development. This plant was used as the female to create alloautotrip-

loids. Two cultivars of moschata were used as the pollen source. 

One of the cultivars from Puerto Rico restored male fertility, that is 

the anthers were functional and pollen was dehisced in the alloauto

triploid. The other cultivar 'Butternut® , which was the original 

Cucurbit a moschata parent in the hybrid, failed to restore fertility, 

the anthers totally collasped at dehiscence. Groff and Bemis (19o7a) 
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found that there was a range of 2-10 microcytes per each quartet con

figuration with 3U' 5,'j of the cells having the normal quartet of micro™ 

spores. They further observed that several cells had only 2 microcytes, 

a phenomenon associated with nuclear division into two masses in place 

of normal meiosis. This took place only in sterile material. 

The fact that highly successful inter-species crosses can be 

made between domestic and wild species lends itself to genetic manipula

tion and an increase in genetic diversity of the cultivated species. As 

Rhodes (1959) pointed out, it is easier to transfer genes from one culti

vated species to another using lun del liana in a multispecies cross. 

Cucurbit a lundel liana contains many horticulturally desirable characteris

tics including powdery mildew resistance j perennial growth habit and ease 

in fruit set> Highly successful crosses such as (C^ lundelliana X C» 

moschata) X (C^ mixta X inoschata) yielded fertile offspring possessing 

characteristics from all three parents. The fact that these crosses 

were accomplished is most surely due to the increase in the genetic 

diversity of the gametes. Viall and York (i960) studied the cross in

volving pepo and moschata and found a tremendous increase in viable 

seed production using the double cross (F^ cultivar of hybrid C«_ moschata 

X F^ cultivar hybrid of pepo). They clearly explained that the inter

specific cross of this type was enhanced by the fact that more successful 

gene combinations were possible. 

The genus Cucurbit a is highly diverse, but it nevertheless is 

closely tied together with respect to evolution of the individual species. 

Not only is chromosome pairing and interspecific compatibility an 
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indication of species similarities, but there is other evidence sug

gesting close ancsstral ties. The four xerophytes, Cj_ cylinrtrata, C . 

pair, at a, C. dlp;ltata and C^_ cor data are the only species which contain 

high amounts of punicic acid and each one of these species are inter-

compatible with the other. Cucurblta foetidiosina is incompatible with 

all of these and it does not contain any punicic acid (Bemis and '."hitaker, 

1969)» This is an indication of early divergence of these two xerophyt-

ic groups. Another interesting association involves the natural pol

linators of Cucurbit a. Hurd and Linsley (1970) divided the species 

into 9 groups based on highly specific pollination behavior of the 

squash and gourd bees from the two genera, Pcponapis and Xenoglossa. 

The bees which use foetidissima pollen cannot utilize pollen from 

some of the domestic species, specifically 0. moschata. Previously it 

was shown that 0j_ mo sc hat a was cross compatible with .foetidissima. 

It has been hypothesized that the genus evolved in Central 

America from a C^ moschata-like ancestor. Cucurbita moschata is most 

certainly the bridge to both xerophytic groups, to the cultivated 

species, and is likev/ise strongly linked to the mesophytic group via 

C. lundelliana (Villi taker and Bemis, 1965). 

Genie Sterility 

The distinction between genie and chromosomal sterility was made by 

Dobzhansky (1951» P« 215). He stated that genie factors may be respon

sible for abortion even though each chromosome has an identical pairing 

partner. In addition, normal development may proceed to the point of 



the production of a mature gametophyte, but then suddenly the gameto-

phyte collapses, rendering the plant sterile, As Stebbins (1971j 

p. 123) pointed out there is no simple mechanism to explain the opera

tion of male sterility. It is a highly complex phenomenon not neces

sarily resulting from the action of one deficient gene. It is more 

likely a result of the interaction between two or more loci which may 

even be located on different chromosomes. Stebbins described the mode 

of action of genie sterility by demonstrating the makeup of complex 

enzyme systems. He elaborated on the interplay between enzyme sub-

units which are coded for by different genes. Given that a gene is 

altered (nutation), its product the enzyme subunit vri.ll also be changed, 

rendering it incapable of forming necessary multimeric association with 

other subunits. This alteration may make the enzyme complex useless, 

which in turn could lead to sterility if its function was vital to 

organismic development. 

In hybrids, genetic disruption which affects developmental pro

cesses of the zygotej embryo or young organism leads to hybrid inviabi 1-

ity whereas if the gametes or gametophyte are affected, hybrid sterility 

results (Stebbins, 1953)* 

Genie control of synapsis has been well documented. Stebbins 

(1971, p« hi) mentioned the 53 gene in wheat that has been shown to 

regulate pairing. When present, normal 21 II are produced at metaphase 

I. u"hen the chromosome segment containing this gene is absent, a 

highly irregular meiosis, one containing trivalents and quadrivalents 
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is noted. The gene is therefore capable of preventing homoeologous 

association. 

Genie sterility can also result from an upset in the various 

raeiotic steps leading to the formation of the mature gametophyte. 

Sometimes meiosis is interrupted or completely lacking as Groff and 

Bemis (1967a) noted in sterile interspecific hybrids of Cucurbita. 

Male sterility is usually associated with abnormal tapetal 

behavior. Tapetal cells in some cases of genie male sterility may 

degenerate prematurely. Rick (194&) reported this occurrence in some 

male sterile tomato mutants. The tapetum can also persist and actually 

enlarge, crushing developing microspores. Artschvagsr (194?) noted 

this enlargement in male sterile sugar beets. Tapetal expansion into 

the anther cavity was observed by Zenkteler (1962) in cytoplasmic-

genetic male sterile carrots. Francis and Bemis (1970) noted this 

enlargement of the tapetum in a male sterile Cucurbita mutant. 

Microspores sometimes abort before the formation of mature 

pollen. This phenomenon was noted by 3oim and V.'hitaker (1949) in a 

male sterile muskmelon mutant. Mature pollen can form vrith subsequent 

abortion and the anthers may abort before anthesis. Francis and Bemis 

(1970) reported anther collapse in the genie male sterile mutant of 

Cucurbita maxima. This was also observed in another mutant of Cucurbita 

by Shifriss (1945)• 

Gabelman (1956) noted that male sterility can manifest itself 

in one of three ways, 1) as pollen sterility due to the abortion of 
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pollen, 2) as staminal sterility due to destruction, malformation or 

total absence of stamens, 3) as functional pollen sterility due to 

failure of anther dehiscence. 

Chromosomal Sterility 

Chromosomal sterility results from structural differences be

tween potentially homologous chromosomes from two different parents. 

These structural dissimilarities may be of such magnitude that there is 

little or no pairing between homologous chromosomes or there may be 

complete pairing if the structural differences between the two homo-

logues are minute. The minute differences between homologous chromo

somes have been termed cryptic structural hybridity by Stebbins (1945) • 

Evidence for cryptic structural differences has been shown. 

Stebbins (19719 p° 119) pointed out that paired chromosomes containing 

cytological markers such as knobs and constrictions show these markers 

in different positions from one homologue to another, that pachytene 

analysis has revealed small bulges and folds between paired chromosomes. 

Preferential pairing which is greater affinity of a chromosome for an 

exact homologue also has been used to support the evidence for these 

cryptic differences. In doubling chromosomes, if the resulting amphi-

diploid has become fertile, even though the diploid showed 100;'o bi

valent formation, then cryptic structural hybridity most probably was 

the cause of the sterility. An example shown by Newton and Pellew 

(1929) involved the hybrid between Primula verticillata and P^ floribunda. 

The diploid showed mostly bivalent association and yet it was completely 



sterile, whereas the allotetraploid which also had mostly bivalents, 

was completely fertile. The explanation is that there was much struc

tural hybridity between paired chromosomes from the two different 

species. With mostly bivalents formed, there was crossing over and 

chromosome segregation led to genetically imbalanced gametes which 

subsequently aborted. In the allotetraploid each chromosome had a 

partner that was structurally identical thus bivalent separation led 

to no imbalance and therefore fertility was restored. 

Chromosomes which pair although they contain structurally dis

similar regions have been termed homoeologues by Huskins (1932)• With 

residual homology these homoeologues can still pair. Fairing between 

such structurally dissimilar chromosomes is most likely to occur be

tween closely related species since they still possess latent homology 

(Stebbins, 1950, p. 225). 

Homoeologues may be completely incapable of pairing. An 

example of this extreme example involves the intergeneric cross between 

Brassica oleraceae and Raphanus sativus. The diploid hybrid showed a 

total lack of synapsis with almost 100,3 univalent formation (Darlington, 

1953, p. a). 

With total or almost total failure of synapsis three types of 

meiotic disturbances have been recorded by Darlington (1953, p. 42); 

l) two mitotic divisions completely replace meiosiss 2) univalents pre

cociously divide at neiosis I with complete suppression of the second 

division, and 3) suppression of division I giving univalent scattering 
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with one or more nuclei forming. If a single nucleus forms, then 

regular second division can occur which may lead to polyploidy. 

The presence of univalents at metaphase I leads to one of the 

following modes of action. Either they become associated with one or 

the other daughter nucleus, they are lost in the cytoplasm or they be

come conglomerated into separate masses which eventually leads to the 

production of micronuclei. As has been mentioned already, univalents 

aligned on the metaphase plate will frequently divide to produce two 

chromatids which pass to each pole in the same manner as do separating 

univalents from a bivalent association (Darlington, lV6p» p» 410). 

From the above, it lias been shov.n that the presence of univa

lents or a loose chromosome association does not necessarily preclude 

structural dissimilarity. In fact, the lack of chromosome association 

may be of genie nature. 

Polyploidy 

Organisms containing genomes from the same species have been 

referred to as autoploids whereas those with genomes from more than one 

species are called alloploids. 

Diploidy 

Individuals which contain two genomes derived from the same 

species are known as autodiploids or simply diploids. Diploid organisms 

maintain a high degree of fertility because each paternal chromosome 

has a maternal homologous partner. The r.ieiotic process is normal inso

far as only bivalents are produced. 
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Allodiploidy creates many problems. Diploid individuals result

ing from interspecific or intergeneric crosses have been referred to as 

allodiplcids. Very frequently, allodiploids are sterile because of many 

factors. One of the more obvious factors involves the failure of total 

bivalent formation. The cause could be genie, but most certainly 

chromosomal sterility due to the vast differences of the two parental 

genomes, is also responsible. These hor.iolojues may no longer be capable 

of pairing resulting in univalent formation. The production of univa

lents leads to sterility because of random chromosome distribution to 

one pole or the other at anaphase I, creating a genetic imbalance. 

The production of gametes ;rith duplications and deficiencies in great 

numbers is usually not tolerated. 

Very often homoeologous chromosomes pair, at least initially 

but a failure of chiasma formation may lead to prematare separation 

of the 2 synapsed chromosomes, yielding univalents at raetaphase I. 

Dutt and Roy (1971) investigated interspecific hybrids of 

Luffa. They studied crosses involving three species of n = 13, Luffa 

acutan.Tula (A) , -.raveolens (G) and e chin at a (E). In the hybrid 

AG they found the mean of bivalents to be 12.3 whereas EG and GE showed 

total bivalent means of 6.33 and 9*AO respectively. The chromosome 

distribution in cells which both received the same number of chromosomes 

was quite similar between the different crosses. In the AG and EG 

crosses, 76,^ and 72,j of the cells respectively showed equal chromosome 

distribution to each pole. V.'ith only O.65 univalents per each PI-'C in 



the AG cross, it was apparent that the two species were closely related. 

There must have been a great deal of cryptic structural hybridity or 

genie disturbance because there was no stainable pollen. 

In another study, Dunford (1971) examined interspecific hybrids 

between 9 species of Grindelia (n = 6). He found that all of the specie 

but Grindalia sruarrosa were closely related to each other. The hybrids 

showed a percent stainable pollen ranje of 65-99- All the hybrids 

studied had 6 bivalents except those involving G^ squarrosa as one 

parent. "i.Tien this species was involved in hybrid combination, the ran^e 

of stainable pollen was 34, j—43.'j and a configuration of 4 II and 1 .IV 

was observed at metaphase I. 

Pollen fertility is normally very low in interspecific diploids. 

Species crosses in zinnia, reported by Ramalingam, Sree and Roman (1971) 

showed only 6.6,' pollen fertility whereas both parents had greater than 

90,o pollen fertility. Also a common occurrence, that of rnicronuclei , 

was observed in over 30,o of the cells. Unusual microspore numbers were 

observed by Abdel-Hameed (1972) in the hybrid between Clarhia lusssnsis 

and C^_ ain pen a spo. Huntiana. He found from 4-13 microspores per Pi:C. 

Of the cells scored, 52.7,i contained 6 microspores whereas only 11.1,j 

showed the normal 4-inicrospore quartet. 

Triploidy 

Three distinct types of triploids vri.ll be discussed j l) auto-

triploids are those which contain 3 genomes from the sane species, 2) 

alloautotriploids which contain 2 genomes frow one species and a third 
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genome from another species, and 3) trispecies and triple haploids which 

contain one or more genomes from each of three different species. 

Because of chromosome segregation, triploids are frequently 

sterile. Autotriploids will normally form t-rivalents or univalents and 

bivalents. The segregation pattern of triploids is variable. The fate 

of univalents has been discussed already. Bivalents will segregate with 

each univalent passing to opposite poles. Trivalents on the other hand 

show a 2-1 segregation or a 1-1 segregation with the third chromosome 

either passing to 1 pole or the other, dividing precociously or remain

ing outside of the telophase configuration. If the latter occurs it may 

be absorbed into the cytoplasm or it may initiate the formation of a 

micronucleus (Darlington, 1965, p. A10). 

Triploid behavior leads to gametic imbalance which often is 

lethal. Some imbalance is tolerated however, since trisomies, double 

trisomies and monosomies have been known to survive. 

In studying autotriploids of Datura, Satina and Blakeslee (1937) 

showed that there was a tendency for chromosomes to pass non-randomly in 

groups to one pole. This was observed during both meiotic divisions. 

This was further substantiated by the fact that microspores with both 

lower and higher chromosome numbers were found to be greater than ex

pected, and those microspores with chromosome numbers approaching one 

half of the total were shown to be lower than expected. This was a 

strong indication that chromosomes pass non-randomly in groups. If one 

pole received more than half of the chromosome complement then the other 



pole would contain less than half. Consequently, the lower and higher 

numbers were observed. In addition chromosomes were lost in the cyto

plasm and they became incorporated into micronuclei, which was another 

reason for a lower chromosome number than expected. 

Chromosome behavior of numerous autotriploids has been examined 

by researchers. In general, autotriploids are highly sterile but there 

are exceptions. Spinaceae oleraceae (n = 7) autotriploids had normal 

seed set according to Janick and Stevenson (1955)- They further showed 

that there was a mean of 85,' stainable pollen even though odd chromosome 

numbers were counted at opposite poles with lading chromosomes and 

micronuclei also present. According to the authors the percent stainable 

pollen was even greater than in the autotetraploid. 

Koul and Gahil (1571) observed only 10,l stainable pollen in 

triploid Allium. They found lagging chromosomes clustered together to 

form micronuclei and ultimately micropollen. In addition they demon

strated the predominance of bivalents with some univalents and trivalents. 

The presence of trivalents and univalents is not necessarily criteria 

for high sterility. Bai, I^agoon and Krisnan (1971) in comparing pollen 

fertility in diploid and triploid Colocasia antiquorum (n = 1A), found 

it to be and 83-6,3 respectively. Yet 93*8,3 of the triploid cells 

showed lagging chromosomes at telophase I with 94«2,'j of the cells at 

prophase II exhibiting chromatin masses away from the main mass. Eao 

and Reddi (1971) working with triploid rice, Oryza sativa (n = 12) 

showed that out of 108 cells studied, 90 had a 10 III + 3 II configura

tion. This was indicative of strong homoeology involving at least 2 
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pair of chromosomes. It was further found that 77*2^ of the quartets 

had micronuclei and the percent viable pollen was 23.7' 

Autotriploids of Psidium gua.java (guava) showed reduced pollen 

fertility over the diploids but the plants were twice as vigorous as 

their diploid counterparts (Raman, Rangasamy and Manimekalai, 1971)• 

In triploid Cucurnis melo (n = 12), Duewer (19&9) found that out of 162 

cells, 74»1,' of them had 12 III and 18.5,a had 11 III indicating that in 

this species there was a great affinity between homologous chromosomes. 

Based on the above it can be stated that autotriploids are not 

necessarily highly sterile, that the presence of univalents and tri-

valents does not always drastically reduce pollen fertility, and from 

species to species autotriploids are very variable with respect to 

meiotic developments. 

Alloautotriploids would be expected to produce bivalents and 

univalents. Two genomes from one species would pair and the third 

genome from the other species would lack a homologous partner and there

fore univalents would be seen. If however the 2 species were closely 

related, then latent homology might still be present, enabling homoeol-

ogous association to occur. Bemis (1970) showed a photomicrograph of 

metaphase I in the alloautotriploid between Cucurbita moschata and C. 

foetidissima. The configuration was 20 II and 20 I. This hybrid will 

be reported on in greater detail later. 

Alloautotriploids do not always give pairing configurations to 

fit the above pattern. There is strong evidence for homoeologous asso

ciation. Chen and Gibson (1970) compared the pairing between 2 



alloautotriploid hybrids. One hybrid involved the cross Trifoliurn 

nigrescens (N) , 2N = 16 X repens (R) 4N =32. Trifoliurn repens is a 

natural tetraploid. The second hybrid was the cross between the induced 

autotetraploid T^ occidentale (0) AIT = 32 and T^ nigrescens. Mean III, 

II, and I frequencies for the two crosses (N) X (R) and (K) X (0) were 

4.27, 3.73, 3.73 and 5»69» 2.31, 2.31 respectively. From this data it 

was observed that T^ nigrescens and occidentale were closely related 

species since over two thirds of their chromosomes were involved in tri-

valent association. Examination of the newly derived tetraploid revealed 

almost 60,j quadrivalent formation whereas the natural tetraploid showed 

almost no quadrivalents. This is indicative of diploidization of auto-

tetraploids through their evolution. 

Another investigation by Rao, Khan and Khan (1971) revealed that 

triploids of Solanum were more vigorous than either of their parents, 

however it was highly sterile vdth a percent pollen fertility of only 

0.6. The presence of trivalents indicated some similarities between 

the two species but for the most part they were not closely related. 

The triploid had lagging chromosomes both at anaphase I and anaphase II 

and there were often more than 4 nuclei present at telophase II. 

Trispecific and tx-igeneric crosses have been made although ^hey 

are extremely rare. Hybrids containing three different species usually 

are sterile but occasionally they can possess fertility great enough to 

produce functional progeny. Groff and Bemis (1967a), reporting on a 

trispecific hybrid, (C^ mo sen at a X lundelliana) (21! = 40) X C. 

foetidissima (2:1 = 43) found it to be completely sterile. The study of 
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chromosome pairing in this hybrid revealed a high number of univalents, 

27.6±5.3 at metaphase I, indicating that a mean of only 6.2 bivalents 

was present. 

Another study by Sree Ramangasamy, Devasahayam and Raman (1971) 

involved the progeny of a trispecific cross in Pennisetum. The triple ... 

species hybrid was produced by crossing squamulatum (2N = 48) X 

amphidiploid (P. typhoides X P̂  purpureum)(2N = 48). Chromosome homo-

logues and fertility of the hybrid suggested close ancestral ties between 

the three species. 

It is therefore possible to create trispecies hybrids which in 

some cases are functional. With progeny being produced, this opens up 

another avenue in which new genetic material can be introduced into 

cultivated plants. 

Tetraploidy 

Autotetraploids contain 4 genomes from the same species whereas 

allotetraploids possess 2 genomes each from two different species. 

In newly induced autotetraploids, multivalent associations are 

frequently present. Since each chromosome is represented by 4 homo-

logues, one would expect a high frequency of quadrivalents as well as 

bivalents. It is also probable that an occasional trivalent and uni

valent would be present. Stebbins (1947) explained that sterility in 

autotetraploids was most likely due to an irregular chromosome distri

bution caused by meiotic abnormalities of a physiological nature under 

genetic control and was probably not a result of the unequal segregation 

of multivalents. 
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According to Myers (1945), three major meiotic irregularities 

were observed in the autotetraploid Loliuin perenne (n = 7) » l) uneven 

quadrivalent disjunction producing chromosome distributions of 13-15, 

12-16, 2) incomplete disjunction of quadrivalent members resulting in 

lagging and dividing univalent chromosomes and8 3) high number of uni

valents which either tend to lag and divide precociously or remain in 

the cytoplasm. From his data, multivalent frequency was unreliable 

criterion to indicate the stability and fertility of the autotetraploid. 

Variation in multivalent frequency did not affect fertility. The fre

quency of univalents and laggers however, was closely correlated to the 

formation of nicronuclei. 

Jauhar (1970) noted a gradual shift to bivalent formation after 

successive generation of selfing the newly induced autotetraploid 

Pennisetum t.yphoides (n = 7)« The initial generation of tetraploidy 

showed a mean of 4«15 IV and after six generations the mean dropped to 

I.76 IV. In addition pollen fertility increased from 37«5/» to 68. 5/'• 

There was a strong indication that the remaining quadrivalents were only 

loosely connected. It was also suggested that genetic factors played a 

role in the conversion of high quadrivalent to low quadrivalent formation. 

Allotetraploids which contain pairing partners for each chromo

some would be expected to behave like diploids, hence the term ajnphi-

diploid has been frequently used. If however two species were closely 

related, the resulting anphidiploid between the two species might show 

other than bivalents at raetaphase I. 
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Kasha and Sadasivaiah (1971) gave a detailed report on the 

genomic relationship between Uordoicn vul --are and bn.lbosu.-n. Several 

interspecific crosses and levels of polyploidy were studied by these 

authors. The diploid vulgare had a mean of 7 II whereas the auto-

tetraploid had a mean of k.67 II and k.6k IV. Similar results were 

obtained with the diploid and autotetraploid IK_ bulbosum plants. The 

interspecific hybrid revealed a mean frequency of I and II to be 

3.92 and 5-04 respectively. The alloautotriploid containing two genomes 

of 11^ bulbosum and one genome of vulgare showed mostly univalents 

and bivalents in about equal numbers but trivalerrts were also observed, 

indicating some homology between the genomes of the two species. In 

fact only 19«3,-> of the cells of the alloautotriploid showed 7 II and 7 

I whereas 73^ of the cells had from 1-5 III. 

Although, much homology existed between the chromosomes of the 

two species, most of the hybrids were quite -unstable. Allodiploids and 

amphidiploids v/ere very rare and when these crosses were made in either 

direction, the resulting progeny usually lacked the chromosomes from II. 

bulbosum. Similarly, the cross between the vulgare autotetraploid 

and the IL_ bulbo sum diploid resulted in H. vul gar e progeny. The only 

chromosomally stable hybrid was that produced by the cross between the 

autotetraploid, IU_ bulbosum and the diploid 11^ vulgare. The mechanism 

involved in the selective elimination of H. bulbosum chromosomes must be 

stabilized when two genomes of bulbosum and one of vulgare are 

present. 



It can be concluded that both genie and chromosomal factors 

affect chromosome pairing. The appearance of 100,$ bivalents does not 

necessarily assure fertility nor does the presence of multivalents and 

univalents necessarily reduce fertility. 



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The source of plant material used in this study consisted of 

three wild species, C_;_ foetidissima, C. palmata, and lundelliana, 

and two cultivated species, maxima and Gj_ moschata. 

Cucurbita foetidissirna was collected in southern Arizona 
(Nogales), in 1961 by J. II. Kelson. 

Cucurbita palmata was started from a collection made by V/. P. 
Bemis in Yuma Valley along the Colorado River, 5 miles north of the 
Mexican border in 1961. 

Cucurbita lundelliana was received from A. M. Rhodes of the 
University of Illinois in 1V61. 

Cucurbita maxima. The cultivar, 'Green Hubbard* was obtained 
from A. E. Hutchins of the University of Minnesota by Rhodes who 
forwarded it to Bemis in 1968. The second cultivar similar to 'Warren' 
was obtained from Northrup, King and Company who originally received 
it from A. E. Hutchins. 

Cucurbita moschata. Several cultivars of this species were 
used. The cultivar, 'Butternut* was obtained from Germain Seed 
Company in 1961. Another cultivar from Puerto Rico was sent by Rhodes 
in 1967- Other cultivars were received in 1970 from Rhodes and T. N. 
Whitaker. 

For the sake of simplicity, each cultivar used will be referred 

to by genomic designation. Each repeat of a letter or abbreviation 

refers to a single genome of that species, for example, the C^ foetidis

sima diploid has the code (FF) whereas the tetraploid of this species 

which contains 4 genomes would have the code (FFFF). Species and their 

genomic content are as follows: 

31 
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Cucurbita foatidissima (FF) 

Cucurbita palmata (PP) 

Cucurbita lundelliana (LL) 

Cucurbita maxima 'Green Hubbard* (max max) 
'Warren'-like (max* max') 

Cucurbita moschata 'Butternut' (1-3-1) 
from Puerto Rico (M'M') 
'Dickson Field' itnr) 
from Brazil lfy-r) 
from Cuba (1-i M ) , 
from San Cristobal, MexicorO-
from Tehuacan, Mexico (MM?)/ 
from the Virgin Islands (M M ) 

Species and Hybrid Combinations 

The Cj_ moschata-C. foetidissima complex of crosses has been 

previously reported on by Bemis (1970). The following diagram vd.ll 

help identify how each plant was created. The solid line indicates a 

cross, the dotted line with an arrow points to the offspring and the 

asterisk indicates treatment with colchicine to double the chromosome 

number. 

 ̂ tip * » * * * MKFF 

MM  ̂MMF 

MM 

FF 

MM' - - $ M(M)F 1 male sterile 
M(M')F 1 male sterile 

Initially MM was pollinated by FF. The resulting MF seed had 

to be cultured using the embiyo culture of Randolph and Cox (1943) 

modified by the addition of manganese. Seedlings that were started 
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from culture were allowed to develop until the cotyledons expanded and 

the plumule was barely visible. The seedling (cotyledons) was then 

submerged in a 0.4$ aqueous solution of colchicine for from 12-14 hours 

at 30°C. These seedlings were then washed and transferred to the green

house. The resulting amphidiploid was used as the female parent to 

produce the 4 alloautotriploids. Note the 1:1 notation in the fourth 

alio aut ot ri ploi d. 

The amphidiploid, I-3-IFF when pollinated by the diploid, 

produced alloautotriploid progeny which segregated for male sterility 

and male fertility in a 1:1 ratio. Data from 27 plants showed 12 to 

be sterile and 15 to be fertile. A Chi square test for goodness of fit 

to a 1:1 ratio was performed and a value of .33 was calculated. The 

value indicated fitness to a 1:1 ratio with a p value between 0.75 and 

0.50. 

Diploid hybrids involving maxima, C. mo sc hat a, and C_»_ lundel-

liana were produced. Both cultivars of Cmaxima were used as the 

female parent in several crosses. They were both male sterile, that is 

each was homozygous recessive for the male sterile genes. The following 

chart shows the crosses made and resulting offspring studied. Note 

the genome designation for the maxima cultivars is not capitalized. 

This was to symbolize that they were carriers of the recessive genes 

for male sterility. See the explanation of the previous diagram for 

the meaning of solid lines, dotted lines and asterisks. 

\ 
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LL 
/ ^ maxL * * * * max max LL 

max max . „ „ ^ maxM 

M'M» - - ̂ maxM* 

LL 
/ > max'L 

max* max' . ^ ^ max'M' 

M»M' 

im 
I > ml 
LL 

Some of the hybrid embryos had to be cultured before being 

planted in the greenhouse. 

All plant material was grown in a greenhouse of the Department 

of Horticulture, located at the University's Campbell Avenue Farm. In 

warmer times of the year, seed was directly sown in ground beds. During 

the cooler months, seed was germinated in the lab, allowed to grow under 

a bank of lights, then transferred to the greenhouse after several true 

leaves had expanded. Two to three plants were grown per each six foot 

of ground bed space. Twine was suspended from wires to be used for 

vertical support of the growing vines. 

Stomatal Analysis 

The time between treating seedlings with colchicine and chromo

some verification of a successful treatment often took 4 months or 



longer. Colchicine is a potent poison which greatly affects plant 

development so consequently, they were very slow to develop. 

A faster method for verification was studied and it proved 

quite successful. The length of stomates is considerably greater in 

plants whose chromosomes have been doubled. Treated plants were grown 

in flats and at the 2 or 3 leaf stage, stomatal leaf impressions were 

made. The process consisted of coating a portion of the abaxial surface 

of a leaf with liquid silicone rubber (RTV-11) that had been catalyzed 

with RTV silicone rubber curing catalyst, Tin Octoate. After drying, 

the rubber was peeled off the leaf and coated with clear nail polish. 

The hardened polish was then removed from the rubber and placed on a 

slide for examination. See Appendix A for photomicrographs and data 

taken from various species and hybrids at different levels of ploidy. 

Colchicine Treatment 

A simpler method for doubling chromosome numbers of fully 

developed seed was tried. It consisted of soaking the seed in water 

for a period of time followed by a colchicine soaking period. The seed 

was then washed and returned to water until cotyledon emergence took 

place, after which it was planted in soil. Appendix B describes the 

colchicine treatment for chromosome doubling. 

*Silicone Products Department, General Electric Co., Uaterford, 
New York 12133. 
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Collecting and Staining Procedure 

It has been previously reported (Francis and Bemis, 1970) that 

meiosis in Cucurbita takes place between 7^00 and 9:30 A.M. This does 

not hold true for the hybrids that were studied here. Often meiosis 

was found as early as 6;00 A.M. or as late as 3:00 P.I'. There was no 

consistency from one hybrid to another even though they may have had 

one parent in common. 

I-iale buds for the study of meiosis were killed and fixed in 

Camoy's solution which consists of 3 parts 95/2 ethanol to 1 part glacial 

acetic acid. Occasionally, excessive amounts of lipid material inhibited 

the analysis so chloroform was added to the killing solution. The 

proportion of 95,' ethanol-glacial acetic acid-chloroform used was 

65-20-15 respectively. After the buds were in Camoy's fixative for 

at least 24 hours, they were transferred, to 10,o ethanol. Following 2—3 

rinses in this solution, they were placed in Snowss carmine containing 

a few drops of ferric citrate (Snow, 1963). The buds v/ere removed from 

this solution after a period of at least 48 hours and they were then 

washed in 70J ethanol several times and stored in same until analyzed. 

Bud material was crushed on a slide containing a drop of aceto-

carmine, the excess cleaned off and a cover slip placed over the re

maining material. Alternate heating and pressure was employed until 

the meiotic stages v/ere made as distinct as possible. If the cytoplasm 

remained dark after heating, a few drops of 45,^ acetic acid was placed 

on the slide next to the cover slip and reheated, with the process being 

repeated until the desired degree of destaining was readied. 
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Bud material designated for sectioning, was killed and fixed in 

the formalin—acetic acid-alcohol (FAA) solution employed by Johansen 

(1940, p. 41) • They were kept in this solution for at least 3 days. 

The tertiary butyl alcohol method of dehydration and the standard 

method for embedding was followed (Johansen 9 1940 s p. 130, 1AO). 

Qnbedded material was blocked, cut at 10 microns thickness, 

affixed to slides and dried for several hours on a slide warmer* The 

safranin-fast green—staining procedure outlined by Johansen (.1940, 

p. 80-82) was followed. Orange G- was also added to help differentiate 

the tissue. 

Pollen Grain Analysis 

Previously, percent stainable pollen was estimated by staining 

with acetocarmine. Pollen of Cucurbita contains a very spiny exine and 

aborted grains frequently do not shrivel. "<ith acetocarmine it was 

nearly impossible to determine which pollen grains had aborted and 

consequently, a highly inaccurate estimation of percent viable pollen 

was recorded. 

A new stain combination reported by Alexander (19&9) employing 

malachite green, acid fuchsin, and orange G (MFO) was attempted. Some 

modifications in this procedure were used. Dehisced pollen was placed 

in a killing and fixing solution which consisted of 60 parts 95,* 

ethanol, 20 parts glacial acetic acid, and 15 parts chloroform. After 

24 hours, the pollen was rinsed several times in 7O'/o ethanol and then 

gradually hydrated to water. A drop of water containing pollen was 

placed on a slide and several drops of stain were added. Slides were 
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put in a slideholder standing upright, which was put into a beaker 

containing a small amount of water. The beaker was sealed to prevent 

evaporation and then it was placed in a 50°C oven. This modification 

was employed because in the initial procedure the stain kept diying 

too rapidly. Pollen grains could be scored as early as 2 hours after 

being placed in the oven instead of 24-48 hours as the outline suggested. 

The KFO stain imparts tremendous contrast to the different 

components of pollen. The exine of pollen grains picks up the malachite 

green while nuclear and cytoplasmic contents absorb the acid fuchsin. 

Therefore, viable pollen grains appear red with a green halo whereas 

aborted pollen is completely green if devoid of any cytoplasm or is 

green with a shrunken red area indicative of aborted nuclear and cyto

plasmic components. 

Photomicrograph Technique 

All black and white photomicrographs were taken through a Leitz 

Wetzlar aristophot mounted on a Bausch and Lomb dynazoom microscope. 

Light exposures were regulated with a Luna-Pro Electronic System Ex

posure Meter. Polaroid Type 55 P/N black and white land film was used. 

Color photomicrographs were taken through the same setup and Polacolor 

"type 103 land film was employed for these photomicrographs. 



RESULTS Al'ID DISCUSSION 

The two major areas of investigation involved allodiploid and 

alloautotriploid hybrids. Male sterility found in these hybrids was 

not only a result of chromosome imbalance but also genie factors were 

responsible. In Cucurbita, male sterility resulting from a chromosome 

imbalance is manifested by pollen abortion, whereas male sterility of 

a genie nature is revealed by the complete destruction of the androecium. 

Irregularities in chromosome behavior at different levels of 

ploidy have been studied in Cucurbita. The following figure shows 

photomicrographs of pollen mother cells in metaphase I. Figure 1A 

reveals a cell of the diploid, Cj_ maxima, showing 20 bivalents. In 

Figure IB the allodiploid, MF had mostly univalents, indicative of a 

high degree of non-homology between the two genomes. Figure 1C is 

a photomicrograph of the KiF alloautotriploid showing 20 bivalents from 

the 2 MM genomes and 20 univalents from the F genome. In Figure .ID the 

autotetraploid, MMII'M' reveals bivalents, univalents and several multi

valents. Finally the amphidiploid, KKFF is pictured showing 40 bi

valents, evidence that each chromosome now has a homologous pairing 

partner. 

Allodiploid Hybrids of Cucurbita 

On page 34 in the Materials and Methods section, each of the 

six hybrid crosses are diagrammed. The crosses between two cultivars 



Figure 1. Metaphase I configurations in several species and interspecific 
hybrids of Cucurbita. 

A) The normal diploid of maxima shows 20 bivalents. 

B) The cell is from the allodiploid hybrid, moschata X 
C. foetidissima. It shows 23 univalents and 6 bivalents. 

C) This configuration is from a cell of the alloautotrioloid 
between mo sc hat a and footiclissina. Twenty bivalents 
srs "o! o n Qr^<3^ 
and the 20 univalents are from the one genome of C. 
foetidissima. 

D) The photomicrograph is from a cell of an autotetraploid of 

C. moschata. There are 13 quadrivalents, 12 bivalents and 
1+ univalents present. 

E) The amphidiploid of the moschata X foetidissima 
hybrid shows 40 bivalents. 

Magnification. 

A) Diploid 1186 X 

D) Autotetraploid 1136 X 

B) Allodiploid 1136 X 
C) Alioautotriploid 1136 X 
E) Amphidiploid 1136 X 



c 

D 

Figure 1. Metaphase I configurations in several species and interspe
cific hybrids of Cucurbit a. 
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of Cj_ maxima (max max and max' max') and lundelliana (LL) and the 

two C. moschata plants (MM and MM') were initially made to determine 

what effects there would be on the genie male sterility found in the 

two C^_ maxima plants. 

It was previously stated that both cultivars of maxima pro

duced male sterile plants that were homozygous recessive for a single 

gene and that the male sterile genes from both hybrids were alleles to 

one another (Francis and Bemis, 1970)• 

The hybrid between moschata and Cj_ lundelliana was studied 

and compared to the maxima G. lundelliana hybrids. Since the ML 

hybrid produced highly fertile offspring vjhile the max L produced at 

best, weakly fertile offspring, it was thought that there might be 

variation in chromosome homology. 

Since each hybrid dehisced pollen at anthesis, the male steril

ity manifested by complete anther abortion was obviously suppressed. 

However, each hybrid varied with respect to both the amount of dehisced 

pollen and the percent viable (stainable) pollen so a cytological study 

was made in an attempt to elucidate these differences. 

Cytological Study of Hicrosporogenesis in Six Interspecific 
Diploid Cucurbita Hybrids 

Meiosis was studied in detail in all but the max M hybrid. 

Early stages of meiosis in which chromosome material was clearly 

visible, were never observed in this hybrid. The following Table is 

a summary of all the data gathered from the cytological analysis of 

the diploid hybrids. 
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Table 3• Frequency and percent of bivalents, quartets and viable pollen 
from six interspecific diploid hybrids of Cucurbita. 

Hybrid 
frequency 
Bivalents 

yo Normal̂ . 
Quartets 

,j Viable 
' t n **"* Pollen 

max* L 19.2 ± 0.8 53.3 26.9 

max L 18.8 ± 0.9 32.4 11.6 

max M' 15.6 ± 1.6 16.3 1-4 

max' M* 16.7 ± 1.2 33-4 9.6 

max M 41.8 5.7 

M L 19.7 
0
 

•
 

0
 

+1 

98.9 78.8 

* 30-35 metaphase counts/each hybrid. 

** 200 cells/bud; mean 5 buds- max1 L, max* M*, I! Lj mean 6 buds-
max L, max M'; mean 3 buds- max M. 

*** 1200-1700 pollen grains scored/bud; mean 5 buds— max1 L, max L, 
max' K, I' L; mean 4 buds- max M'f max M. 

a Variations in the frequency of bivalents are found in Appendix D. 
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In each case the frequency of bivalents was greater than 15 

per metaphase I configuration indicative of much homology between the 

two genomes in comparison to the MF diploid which contained only 5-43-

2.52 bivalents per cell (Ahurnada, 1972). 

Bivalent frequencies between the wild-domestic hybrids max'L 

and max L were higher than those of the two domestic-domestic hybrids, 

max'M*, and max M9 ° This information in addition to the extremely high 

frequency of bivalents in the M L hybrid is a strong indication that C. 

lundelliana is more closely related to the domestic species than they 

are with each other. 

Figures 2-4 A, B, Cf D show chromosome confi juration and segre

gation patterns from meiosis I in the six different hybrids. Figure 

2A is a metaphase I configuration from max* L showing 22 chromatin 

bodies consisting of 4 univalents and 18 bivalents. An anaphase I from 

the same hybrid (Figure 2C) shows lagging chromosomes and also evidence 

for precocious division of" univalents into chromatids. The chromosome 

segregation pattern reveals left- 17 If 1 chromatid and right— 22 I, 1 

chromatid. 

Figure 2B, 2D are diakinesis and metaphase I configurations from 

the max L hybrid. Arrows point to a univalent and ring bivalent in the 

cell in diakinesis. The metaphase I configuration shows 17 II and 6 I. 

Diakinesis and metaphase I from the max M* plant are seen in 

Figure 3A and 3C. The presence of many rod bivalents indicates few 

chiasmata and probably a greater number of homoeolgous chromosomes. 



Figure 2. Keiotic configurations in two diploid hybrids between C. 
maxima and lundelliana. 

A) The metaphase I configuration is from the hybrid max'L. 

In this configuration 13 bivalents (b) and U univalents 

(u) are noted. 

B) The cell pictured shows a configuration in diakinesis in 

the hybrid maxL. A rin^ bivalent ^b) and a univalent (u) 

are marked by arrows. 

C) This anaphase I configuration is from the max'L hybrid 

showing left- 17 univalents and 1 chromatid (c), rijht-

22 univalents and 1 chromatid. 

D) I!cta-;haso I is cesn in this call frc;.; thj maxL hybrid 

revealing 1?' bivalents and 6 univalents. 

E) The quartet configuration seen shows mostly-normal U-

microspore quartets with occasional micronuclei also 

present. This hybrid is max'L. 

F) One quartet with a single micronucleus and a dyad with 4 

micronuclei is seen in this photomicrograph from the maxL 

hybrid. 

Magnif ic ation. 

max'L maxL 

A) 1136 X 3) 1106 X 
c) 1136 X a) 1186 X 
S) 233 X F) 23s X 
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Figure 2. Keiotic configurations in two diploid hybrids between C. 
maxima and C. lundelliana. 



Figure 3* Meiotic configurations in the maxM' and max'M' interspecific 
diploid hybrids. 

A) This photomicrograph is from a cell of the maxM' hybrid 
in diakinesis. Seventeen bivalents (b) and 6 univalents 
(u) can be seen. Note the presence of many rod bivalents. 

B) This cell is late diplotene or early diakinesis in the 
hybrid max'M*. There are 16 bivalents and G univalents. 

C) The metaphase I configuration from the maxM1 hybrid re
veals 14 bivalents and 12 univalents. 

D) The metaphase I configuration pictured, is from a cell of 
the max'M' hybrid showing 16 bivalents (b) and 3 uni
valents (u). 

S) Four quartets each with several micronuclei are shown in 
this cell from the maxM' hybrid. 

F) In this photomicrograph two quartets with micronuclei and 
one dyad are seen from the max'M* interspecific hybrid. 

Magnification. 

maxM' max'M* 

A) 1186 X 
C) 2102 X 
E) 238 X 

B) 1186 X 
D) 1186 X 
F) 238 X 
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figure 3. Meiotic configurations in the maxK» and raax'H' interspecific 

diploid hybrids. 



FigureM» Meiotic configurations in the two hybrids, maxM and ML. 

B) The metaphase I configuration from the ML hybrid shows 
normal pairing with 20 bivalents visible. 

C) The late telophase I configuration from the maxl! hybrid 
reveals lagging univalents (u). 

D) Anaphase I from the IIL hybrid appears vciy normal vdth 
20 univalents segregating to each pole. 

E) One quartet vdth a micronucleus and 1 dyad are visible 
in this photomicrograph from the maxli diploid. 

F) All normal quartets can be seen in this cell grouping from 
the ML diploid hybrid. 

Hagnification. 

maxM ML 

C) 456 X 

E) 238 X 

B) 2205 X 
D) 1136 X 
F) 238 X 
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Figure 4« Meiotic configurations in the two hybrids t maxM and 



Of the 23 bodies seen there are 17 II and 6 I. The metaphase I photo

micrograph reveals 14 XI and 12 I (Figure 3C). 

Figure 3B is a cell from the max1 Ms hybrid in late diplotene 

or early diakinesis showing 16 II and 8 I, and the metaphase I configu

ration of this same hybrid (Figure 3D) exhibits 16 II and 8 I. 

Figure AC is a photomicrograph of telophase I9 the only meiotic 

configuration observed in the max. K plant. Lagging univalents separated 

from the two telophase I masses axe seen. 

Metaphase I and anaphase I configurations from the highly fer

tile hybrid, II L are shown in Figure 2$ and 4D. Mote 20 bivalents and 

AO properly segregating univalents at metaphase I and anaphase I 

respectively. 

The max M1 plant showed the least amount of chromosome homology 

and it was also the hybrid which contained the greatest number of rod 

bivalents as was mentioned previously. 

Quartet comparisons were made in order to l) correlate them to 

the observed number of II and I and 2) to compare them to viable pollen 

estimations. As was expected, from Table 3 it can be seen that the 

hybrids containing the greatest frequency of bivalents also contained 

the greatest number of normal quartets with the exception of the max L 

and max'!!* plants which showed similar percents of normal quartets but 

their bivalent frequencies were somewhat different from each other. 

Quartet configurations can be seen for each of the 6 hybrids, max' L 

and max L, max K 9 and max'!-!', max M and H L in Figures 2E and 2Ff 33 

and 3F, 43 and 4F respectively. 
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The number of dyads present in the hybrids varied from 0,j-9.4~». 

The M L plant had no dyads present which is more evidence for its 

extremely normal behavior. On occasion highly abnormal quartets were 

observed in all but the M L hybrids* In Figure 5A and 5B, two such 

quartets are seen. It appears that the outer cell membrane invaginates 

around the different microspores, normally the microspores and micro-

nuclei break out of the membrane after it ruptures. 

After breaI-Q.n.3 out of the membrane, both microspores and micro-

nuclei go through a maturation process to become pollen grains. If 

only microspores from normal quartets produced viable pollen, then the 

ejected frequency of percent viable pollen could be predicted by 

calculating what percent of the total number of bodies at the quartet 

stages were microspores from a normal quartet. In Table 4 the calcu

lations for each hybrid are seen. 

Pollen maturation was studied and the percent viable pollen 

from dehisced anthers was scored. The I-IFO staining technique employed 

was described in Materials and Methods, page36 . From Table 5 it can 

be seen that there was a tremendous change in percent stainable pollen 

from one hybrid to another. In addition, there was often much variation 

within a hybrid. Data from the three autodiploids MM, Mil' and FF as 

well as the amphidiploid max max L L was included in this table to 

demonstrate not only what the usual pollen fertility is in normal dip

loids and amphidiploids but also to point out the relative uniformity 

of pollen size. 



B 
Figure 5« Unusual quartets found in all but the ML hybrid. — A) the 

cell membrane is invaginating and it appears to be pinching 
off several of the microspores; B) a quartet with one domi

nant microspore and several variable-sized microspores and 
micronuclei is noted. 
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Table 4« Percent normal quartets and microspores in the six inter
specific hybrids. 

Hybrid 
fo Normal 
Quartets 

Normal 
Microspores 

max' L 53.3 AS.5 

max L 32.4 28.1 

max M' 16.3 11.6 

max* M* 33-4 27.4 

max M 41.8 36.6 

M L 93.9 9S.5 
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Table 5» Percent and size of viable pollen for the interspecific hybrids 
and three normal diploids. 

Individual ' 
a Viable 
Pollen 

Size Viable Pollen (Diameter)* 
Mean Ran~e 

max1 L 26.9 133.5 112.5-172.5 

max L 11.6 156.0 127.5-187.5 

max M1 1.4 147.5 120.0-225.0 

max' M* 9.6 138.8 112.5-217.5 

max M 5.7 159.0 112.5-225.0 

I-i L 78.8 130.5 105.0-142.5 

M M 99.6 133.5 120.0-135.0 

M M« 97-9 130.5 120.0-142.5 

F F 98.4 119.7 112.5-120.0 

max max L L 91.1 

* Size was calibrated in microns. 
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Viable pollen in the normal diploids approached IQOfo and the 

greatest range was 22.5 microns for the MM® plant. The most fertile 

interspecific hybrid, M L showed 7&*&?<> viable pollen but the range in 

pollen size was considerably greater, approaching AO microns. The other 

interspecific hybrids showed stainable pollen percentages as low as 1.4 

for the max M9 plant to a high of 26.9 for the max9 L plant. There was 

a tremendous range in size of viable pollen in these remaining five 

hybrids, greater than 100 microns for the 3 interspecies crosses involv

ing the domestic species and 60 microns for the 2 domestic-wild 

hybrids. One comparison to note was the increase in viable pollen 

from 11.6,0 to 91 »l/o from the allodiploid, max L to its amphidiploid 

counterpart, max max L L. 

Figures 6 and 7 show photomicrographs of pollen from the six 

interspecific hybrids and two of the normal diploids. Those pollen 

grains which appear intact and contain red stain were considered viable 

whereas those shrivelled or empty grains with green stain have aborted. 

The autodiploids showed almost no aborted pollen. Figure 6A, B, C, D, 

show pollen from the max® L, max L, max M® and max® M® plants respec

tively. In Figure 7 A, B, C, and D the pollen from max M, M L, M M, and 

F F plants respectively can be seen. 

Comparisons were made between percent viable pollen of the six 

hybrids using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2 sample statistic test. The test 

measures the maximum deviation in accumulated percent viable pollen 

between any 2 given hybrids. Tables containing raw data, cumulative 



Figure 6. Pollen grains from four interspecific diploid hybrids. 

A) Pollen from the max'L hybrid showing red pollen grains 
which are presumed to be viable. The green pollen has 
aborted. 

B) The maxL pollen shows deeply stained "viable" pollen 
with some green non-functional grains. 

C) This photomicrograph is of max!.'' pollen which shows both 
deeply stained and aborted pollen grains. 

D) Pollen is pictured from the max'Ii' hybrid showing much 
abortion. 

I - agnif ic ation. 

A) max»L 424 X 
C ) maxl-l* 424 X 

B) maxL 424 X 
D) max'II* 424 X 
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Figure /«, Pollen grains from four interspecific diploid hybrids» 



Figure 7« Pollen grains from two interspecific diploid hybrids and two 
normal diploids. 

A) The maxl'l hybrid shows red pollen of variable size as well 
as aborted pollen which is green in color. 

B) Highly uniform pollen size with very few aborted grains can 
be seen in this photomicrograph from the ML hybrid. 

C) Diploid pollen from moschata revealing the very spiny 
exine stained green and the cytoplasmic and nuclear con
tents with a very brilliant red stain. 

D) The pollen from C. foetidissima also demonstrates the 
uniformity in size and the degree of staining. 

Magnification. 

A) maxM 424 X 
C) Mi 675 X 

B) ML 424 X 
D) FF 675 X 



Figure 7. x'oll«m .̂ rniiis rro;n two .interspecific diploid iiybrids 
two norma] diploids. 
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percent stainable pollen, and deviations in accumulation of percent 

stainable pollen appear in Appendix C. Table 6 shows each comparison 

and test that was made. From this Table it can be stated that no 

statistically significant differences existed between the max L - max M, 

max L - max® H® , max M® - max M, and max® M® - max M hybrids with 

respect to pollen viability. Each of the other comparisons were signif

icantly different at the 5/S or 1/S level. 

It is apparent that the max® genome is more compatible with 

both the M® and L genomes than is the max genome. Bivalent frequencies 

for the max® L plant were slightly greater than the max L hybrid whereas 

both normal quartet and viable pollen percentages were 1.5-2.0 times 

greater in the max' L hybrid. 

In comparing the max® H* and max M® hybrids, again bivalent fre-

- quencies were higher in the max® M® plant. The percent normal quartets 

were double and the percent viable pollen was nearly 10 times as great 

as the max M® plant. 

In addition, it can be seen that the highly fertile M L hybrid 

more closely approached a normal diploid than did the hybrids between 

C. maxima and C^_ lundelliana. 

Data on normal quartets did not correspond with viable pollen 

data for the max M plant. If this hybrid did behave as the others, 

then it would be expected that 41.3,j normal quartets would yield not 

5*7^ viable pollen but closer to IS,a. Conversely, if viable pollen 

were only 5«7,j then the expected percent normal quartets would approach 

24> 
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Table 6. Hybrid-hybrid compaurlson of the maximum deviation in cumulative 
percent viable pollen using the Kolmogorov-anirnov statistic 
test. 

Hybrid Maximum % K-S Table 
Comparison Deviation P = .05 it .

 
o
 

H
 

K-S Test 

max' L - max L 100 .800 .800 .01 
- max M' 100 .800 .05 
- max* M» 100 .800 .800 .01 
- max M 100 .800 — .05 
- M L  100 .800 .800 .01 

max L - max M* 100 .800 -- - - in .05 
- max* M* AO .800 .800 ++ 
- max M 50 .800 ++ 
- M L  100 .800 .800 .01 

max H* - max* M* 100 .800 .05 
- max M 50 .750 ++ 
- M L  100 .800 .05 

max' M* — max M 50 .800 ++ 
- M L  100 .800 .800 .01 

max M -ML 100 .800 .05 

no value in the tables. 
+f not significant at the .01 or .05 levels. 



How then is all this data tied together? Is it possible to use 

bivalent frequencies and normal quartet percents ±n predicting the 

actual number of viable gametes that will be produced in a given diploid 

hybrid? It had been stated previously that because of the range in size 

of pollen presummed to be viable, there must either be viable gametes 

with variable chromosome numbers or the MFO staining technique is not 

sophisticated enough to differentiate between viable non-functional 

gametes and those that are actually functional. 

The true test of accuracy of the stain would involve counting a 

given number of pollen grains and observing the frequency of those that 

germinate and are capable of effecting fertilisation. Furthermore, the 

developing seeds must reach maturity and be capable of germinating. Any 

interruption in pollen germination, fertilization, embryo development or 

embryo emergence would constitute an inviable pollen grain. This is of 

course assuming that the female gametophyte is normal. 

Nevertheless, these data are useful in roughly estimating the 

degree of pollen viability. The following two figures illustrate the 

relationship between bivalents, quartets and pollen grains. Bivalent 

frequencies from Table 3 were converted into percents in the following 

way. Normal diploids having 20 bivalents represent 100,j bivalent forma

tion. Those hybrids having X bivalents would have X/20 x 100 percent 

bivalent formation. The frequency of bivalents for the max® L hybrid is 

19.2 so the percent of normal bivalent formation is 96.0. Similarly 

the max L hybrid having a frequency of 18.3 would have had 94-0^ normal 



bivalent formation, the max II1 plant with a frequency of 15.6 bivalents 

would have 78.0,'J norraal bivalents, the max' M' hybrid having a frequency 

of 16.7 bivalents would represent 83. 5',3 finally the M L hybrid with 

a frequency of 19-7 bivalents would have 93«5,j normal bivalent forma

tion. The data used to construct curves is found on page 50 in Table 

4 (percent viable pollen) and on page51 Table 5 (percent normal 

microspores). 

In observing the relationship between bivalents and pollen 

(Figure 8) it appears that a slight reduction from 100,J bivalent forma

tion causes a substantial reduction in percent viable pollen as indi

cated by the normal diploid, III with 100,j bivalent formation and 99.6,0 

viable pollen and the K L hybrid with 93. 5,j normal bivalent formation 

but only 73.3,j viable pollen. This is somewhat misleading since it 

does not take into account the range of bivalents found in the hybrid 

cells. If for example, two hybrids had the same mean of 19 II, one 

hybrid could contain very few cells with 20 bivalents while the second 

hybrid contained many cells with 20 bivalents. One would therefore 

expect more viable pollen in the hybrid with a greater frequency of 

20 bivalents. 

The relationship between percent normal microspores and percent 

viable pollen (Figure 9) reveals that the M L hybrid having 93.5,o normal 

microspores had only 73.3^ viable pollen which is a substantial reduc

tion when compared to the normal diploid, 121. Since only 73.3.3 of the 

pollen was scored as viable, some of the normal microspores must have 

included other than the normal complement of chromosomes. This is 
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Figure 8. The relationship between 
bivalents. 
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Figure 9. The relationship between percent viable pollen and percent 
normal microspores. 



supported from data in Table 5 that indicates the M L hybrid had a AO 

micron range in size of stainable pollen. The remaining hybrids had a 

corresponding reduction in percent vaible pollen as the percent normal 

microspores dropped with the exception of the max M plant. The dotted 

line reveals that this hybrid had considerably less percent viable 

pollen than the percent normal microspores indicated. 

From the study of the 6 interspecific diploid hybrids of 

Cucurbit a it can be concluded that predictions concerning the viability 

of pollen can be made when one is using the frequency and range of 

bivalent formation and the percent normal quartet as criteria. It is 

certainly possible to evaluate whether a given hybrid is highly fer

tile, weakly fertile or essentially male sterile. 

Alio aut otri ploidy 

Both the I "IF and I--2-I * F alloautotriploid hybrids would be expected 

to have a high degree of chromosomal sterility since each contains 20 

homoeologous chromosomes from the foetidissima genome. In addition, 

the MMF plant contains male sterility presumably or a genie nature, as 

indicated by the complete collapse of the androecium prior to anthesis. 

When the M* genome becomes incorporated into the alloautotriploid 

however, the androecium remains intact and at anthesis there is some 

pollen dehiscence. In addition, it has been shown that both KIIF and 

I-M'F hybrids have very slight female fertility (Semis, 1970)• A 

detailed investigation of the cytology and histology of male buds from 



these two alloautotriploids was made in order to compare microsporo-

genesis and also to determine if possible, the causes of genie male 

sterility in the MMF hybrid. 

Cytological Examination of Microsporogenesis 

Meiosis was studied in detail in both alloautotriploids to 

determine if any chromosomal inconsistencies existed between the two 

hybrids. Alloautotriploids of Cucurbita would be expected to form 

20 II and 20 I at metaphase I assuming complete non-homology of the two 

different genomes. 

In both alloautotriploids, the chromosomes paired according to 

the above expectation. The following data chows the bivalent and uni

valent frequencies of the two hybrids. 

Table 7- Chromosome configurations of the alloautotriploids MMF and 
MM1F at Metaphase I. 

Configuration MMF* MM'F 

Univalents (I) 19.5*0.7 19.3*0.5 

Bivalents (II) 19.3±0-3 20.1*1.0 

Trivalents (III) 0.03 0.09 

Quadrivalents (IV) 0.32 

*35 cells were scored for each plant. 

Metaphase I in MMF and MM'F material is seen in Figure 10, A 

and B. Several things can be noted from these photomicrographs; l) 

bivalents align along the metaphase plate in the normal fashion, 2) 

univalents are seen scattered throughout the cell, some at the plate 



Figure 10. Meiosis I stages in the KT1F and KM * P alloautotriploids. 

A) I'etaphase I in the male sterile alloautotriploid I-3'F shows 
bivalents aligned along the plate with univalents scat
tered around the cell. Occasionally, quadrivalents (q) 
were also observed. 

B) The cell is a metaphase I configuration from the male 
fertile M.'F plant. Bivalents (,b), univalents (u) and 
chromatid (c) were observed in this material. 

C) The early anaphase I configuration from the MT-.'F plant 
shows lagging and unincluded univalents (u) commonly 
found in alloautotriploids such as this plant. 

D) Early anaphase I is pictured from the M1*F plant re
vealing chromatids (c) which were frequently observed 
in this triploid material. 

E) This photomicrograph is of a cell in early telophase I 
from an III? bud. Unincluded chromatin material as well 
as lagging chromosome material was commonly found. 
Chromatid (c), and univalents (u) are seen. 

F) The cell from the n'*F plant shows a telophase I config
uration with lagging and unincluded chromatin material. 
An unincluded univalent (,u) is pictured. 

I'agnif ic ation. 

MKF 

A) 1186 X 
C) 523 X 
E) 523 X 

KK'F 

B) 1186 X 
D) 523 X 
F) 523 X 
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Figure 10. Meiosis I staffs In the I'KF and I-U T * F alloautotriploids. 
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and others off the center, 3) some univalents have divided precociously 

as evidenced by the appearance of chromatids, 4) precocious division of 

univalents is not necessarily synchronized with bivalent separation. 

The frequency of univalents removed from the metaphase I plate 

was calculated in order to determine if l) both alloautotriploids had 

equal numbers of displaced univalents and 2) to determine if displaced 

univalents were randomly scattered. It had been reported (Satina and 

Blakeslees 1937) that univalents sometimes aggregated in clusters and 

segregated as a group rather than in a random fashion. In order to 

determine if univalents off the plate W:3re randomly scattered, the pole 

containing the most univalents was compared to the second pole which 

had the lesser number of univalents. This would enable one to determine 

statistically if chromosomes were attracted more frequently to one pole. 

Based on the data given in Table 8, no difference was found 

between the high and low values of displaced univalent segregation. 

This was an indication that unpaired chromosomes away from the metaphase 

plate do not aggregate in groups in this material. In addition, it can 

be seen that the means between MKF and I-iK'F plants are extremely close, 

revealing similar chromosome behavior of the two triploids. 

One difference observed, was the presence of a quadrivalent in 

about 30/j of the cells of MMF plants (see Figure 10A). One explanation 

is that two chromosomes from the moschata genome underwent a trans

location which would account for the rings of 4 and rods of 4 that were 

occasionally observed. The rare presence of a trivalent might be 
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Table 8. Frequency of univalents off the metaphase plate and the test 
for goodness of fit to 1:1 chromosome segregation using the 
Chi-square method. 

I#IF* MM'F 

Univalents 
off plate 

Univalents 
off plate 

High pole (H) 
Low pole (L) 

7-30 
4.60 

High pole (H) 
Low pole (L) 

7.60 
5.10 

Mean 5.95 Mean 6.35 

X2 P X2 P 

H:L » 1:1 H:L » 1:1 

.62 .50-.25 .50 .50-.25 

* 3 5  c e l l s  w e r e  e x a m i n e d  f o r  e a c h  p l a n t .  



explained by very slight homology between a moschata chromosome pair 

and a foetidissima homoeologue. Bemis (1970) showed that the diploid 

hybrid between C^_ moschata and foetidissima had a certain degree of 

chromosome homology. A photomicrograph with 8 II and 24 I was shown. 

This however occurred only when there was no suitable pairing partner 

since a photomicrograph of the amphidiploid MIFF revealed only bivalents 

at metaphase I. 

During anaphase I both alloautotriploids showed lagging and 

unincluded chromosomes. Chromatids were also evident. Figure IOC, 10D 

show the anaphase I configuration. At late anaphase I-telophase I the 

presence of lagging and unincluded chromosomes and chromatids was still 

evident. There was no indication that more chromatin material was 

excluded from the telophase I mass in one alloautotriploid more than 

the other. Both MIF and KK'F plants had from two to ten chromosomes 

and chromatids excluded. Also both individuals showed similar numbers 

of laggards (See Figure 10E, -F). 

Up through the first meiotic division therefore, no discernible 

differences were detected between MKF and ML!1F material. 

During metaphase II and anaphase II lagging and unincluded 

chromatids and chromosomes were again observed. Photomicrographs A and 

B of Figure 11 show a metaphase II configuration with univalents off 

the plate. Both Mt-IF and Mj'F buds showed approximately the same number 

of univalents, 12.3 and 12.9 respectively, and chromatids, 7*5 and 8.6 

respectively, disassociated from the metaphase II plates. 



Figure 11. Late meiotic stages in the MMF and KM'F alloautotriploids. 

A) The metaphase II configuration from an 13IF bud reveals 
lagging univalents (u) at this stage. Only one of the 
two metaphase II plates was photographed. 

B) Metaphase II in the MM'F plant reveals much lagging 
chromosome material at both metaphase plates. Univalent 
(u). 

C) The quartet stage in the MMF plant shows predominantly 
dyads, Microspores (,M) and micronuclei (!') are pictured. 
The 2 configuration shows 2 predominant microspores with 
smaller micronuclei present. 

D) Mostly 4-microspore quartets were observed in MM'F 
material. The arrov; points to a quartet confijuration 
(4+) showing 4 microspores and micronuclei. 

S) Mature pollen was observed in the male sterile MMF 
plants before anthesis. 

F) The exceptional quartet configuration from 1 *F material 
was occasionally observed in both alloautotriploids. 
Here 1 dominant microspore and 16 micronuclei can be 
seen. 

Magnific ation. 

MMF MM1F 

A) 1136 X B) 1136 X 
c) 233 X D) 233 X 
s) 356 X F) 675 x 
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Figure 11, Late meioiic in the I-2-iF and I-IM'F alloautotriploids • 



At the quartet developmental stage the first major differences 

were noted (see Figure 11C and 11D). In Table 9 the comparison between 

the two alloautotriploids can be seen. Quartet configurations can be 

explained as follows: 

1) a 2° configuration represents 2 microspores and 0 micro-

nuclei , 

2) a 2+ configuration represents 2 microspores and 1 or more 

micronuclei. All micronuclei numbers were included in the 

class, 

3) a 4° configuration represents the normal quartet of 4 micro

spores , 

4) a 4+ configuration represents 4 microspores and 1 or more 

micronuclei, 

5) the class "other" includes classifications other than de

scribed above. 

Five buds were scored for each alloautotriploid and 200 cells were 

counted from each bud. 

A t test was used to compare the means of the two alloautotrip

loids for the two major classes. Values of 4.48 and 4.08 were calcu

lated for classes 2^ — 2+ and lP — 4+ respectively, which indicated 

that the differences between the two plants was highly significant. 

One explanation for the appearance of dyads at the quartet 

stage is that the nature of alloautotriploidy and its eccentric chromo

some segregation patterns may, depending on foetissima chromosome 

segregation, suppress a second meiotic division. 
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Table 9« Quartet comparisons between the alloautotriploids MMF and MM'F. 

Bud # 

MMF 
Configuration (,'o 
2°— 2+ 4°-— 4+ 

Cells) 
other 

MM'F 
Configuration (,t Cells) 

other 

1 77 18 5 12 85 3 

2 80 18 2 39 59 2 

3 56 hh 0 39 58 3 

4 53 46 1 11 86 3 

5 46 52 2 -12- 82 1 

X 62.4 35-6 2.0 23.6 74-0 2.4 

Range (46-80) (18-52) (0-5) (11-39) (58-86) (1-3) 
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This would perhaps explain why the MM'F plant contained dyads 

23$ of the time. The high percent of dyads (62.4) in the MMF plant 

however, is a definite indication of meiotic abnormality over and above 

that caused by the chromosome segregation in alloautotriploids. This 

suggests that there is genetic suppression of meiosis II operation in 

the MMF plant. This genetic block may be directly related to the de

struction of the anthers observed later in androecial development, or 

perhaps there is another genetic factor which inhibits anther maturation. 

Approximately 2% of the cells of both alloautotriploids showed 

other than dyad or quartet configurations. Figure 11F reveals one of 

these "unusual" configurations from an MM'F bud. One dominant micro

spore and 16 micronuclei of varying sizes are visible. Data were ana

lyzed to determine the number of micronuclei per quartet configuration. 

Means of 1.8 and 2.3 were observed for the MMF and MM'F cells respec

tively, indicating no difference between the two alloautotriploids. 

After the quartet stage, microspores and micronuclei both mature 

and appear as pollen grains. The spiny exine was present on all dif

ferent sized bodies in both MMF and MM'F material (see Figure HE). 

The appearance of pollen in the male sterile plant is unlike that found 

in genie male sterile plants of maxima previously reported on by 

Francis and Bemis (1970). Only male fertile plants of maxima showed 

mature pollen. 

The indication here is that pollen destruction is not only late 

in androecial maturation but the disturbances must be rapid since very 
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mature buds contained apparently intact pollen grains, and yet at 

anthesis, the buds were brown and quite shrivelled with complete 

absence of dehiscence. 

In reviewing the cytological analysis, there was only one ob

vious difference between the two alloautotriploids. That was with 

reference to the extremely large number (62;') of the MKF cells contain

ing only 2 microspores. In all probability this phenomenon can be 

attributed to suppression of the second meiotic division. The suppres

sion of a normal meiosis in sterile hybrids, in which the nucleus, 

previous to prophase I appeared to divide by fission, was discussed by 

Groff and Bemis (1967a). This was never observed in the male sterile 

material here under study. 

Histological Examination of Male Buds from 
Pre-raeiosis to Anthesis 

Figure 12A and 12B are photomicrographs of a longitudinal and 

cross section from a typical male bud of Cucurbita. The androecium is 

comprised of three stamens. Two pollen sacs or theca are present in 

each of the larger stamens whereas the third, smaller stamen contains 

only 1 theca. The theca form S-shaped tubes which run back and forth 

along the entire length of the male bud as Figure 12A indicates. In 

Figure 12B it can be seen that ivitliin each theca there are found two 

microsporangia which contain pollen mother cells surrounded by several 

cell layers, the most prominent being the inner layer or tapetum. 

These tapetal cells nourish the pollen mother cells through their 



Figure 12. Sectioned male bud material from and MM'F plants. 

A) A longitudinal section from a typical alloautotriploid 
bud is pictured. Pollen mother cells ;athin the theca 
can be observed. 

B) The cross section from a typical alloautotriploid bud 
reveals pollen mother cells v/ithin the rnicrosporangium. 
The predominant cell layer surrounding the pollen mother 
cells is the tapetum. 

C) The microsporan^ium in cross section from an i;I:F plant 
shows pollen mother cells (FMC) early in meiosis. The 
dark cell layer surrounding these PMC is tapetal material. 

D) Pollen mother cells early in meiosis can be seen from 
MM'F material in this cross section. 

Magnification. 

.A) 25 X 
C) 156 X 

B) 25 X 
D) 156 X 



Figure 12. Sectioned male bud material from I2-JF and MII'F plants. 



developmental stages and by the time pollen is formed, most of the 

tapetum is absorbed. 

Sections of anther material from MMF and KM*F plants revealed 

similar development through the early stages of meiosis (see photo

micrographs C, D, of Figure 12). At the completion of meiosis in KLIF 

material, from telophase II to the quartet stage, a very pronounced 

outer membrane was seen surrounding the microspore cluster. This was 

never observed in I-iK'F material (see Figure 13AS 13B). The presence 

of this prominent membrane has been observed in other male sterile 

material of Cucurbita as well. The amphidiploid MI-IFF and the alloauto-

triploid FFK are both completely male sterile and they too contain this 

unusually thick membrane. Figure 13C and 13D show this phenomenon. 

Its presence however, does not appear to prevent further development 

of the male gametophyte, and there seems to be no problem involving 

the release of microspores and micronuclei from this casing. 

Up to this point there were no abnormalities associated with 

the tapetum, but as maturation progressed, more tapetal dissimilarities 

became evident between the two alloautotriploids. Tapetal cells in 

the I-2-1F hybrid began to enlarge becoming highly vacuolated as shown in 

Figure 14A- (arrow). At this point the androecial complex began to 

collapse and shrivelling pollen was noted as pictured in Figure l^C. 

In contrast, Figure 143 and IAD reveal that tapetal cells became smaller, 

less numerous and progressively lost their individual identity. The 

arrow points to a tapetal cell. In addition, the androecium showed no 

evidence of deterioration. 



Figure 13• Sectioned bud material from various interspecific hybrids 
involving moschata and foetidissima. 

A) The longitudinal section of an I-2IF bud at the quartet, 
stage of development shows a very pronounced outer mem
brane surrounding the microspores. 

B) The MI I * F bud pictured shows no membrane of any pronounced 
character surrounding the developing microspores. 

C) This photomicrograph is from a bud of the amphidiploid 
III IFF also revealing the thick membrane in this male 
sterile plant. 

D) The FFT-1 alloautotriploid which is also male sterile shov/s 
the membrane surrounding developing pollen mother cells. 

Kagnific ation. 

A) 181 X 
C) 356 X 

B) 131 X 
D) 387 X 
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Figure 14* Cross sections of anthers at the pollen grain stage in KMF 
and 13-''F plants. 

A) The photomicrograph of an I31F anther reveals maturing 
pollen grains and a very prominent tapetum. The arrow 
points to a highly vacuolated, enlarged tapetal cell. 
In male sterile tissue, the tapetum always remains 
prominent throughout development. 

B) The 1-3 i'F anther pictured shows developing pollen grains 
and a reduced, uneven tapetal mass. The arrow points to 
a tapetal cell. 

C) Evidence of microsporangial destruction is evident in 

this photomicrograph. Note the shrivelling anther 
(arrow) and the prominent tapetal complex from MiF 
material. 

D) Developing pollen and further deterioration of the 
tapetum is noted in this photomicrograph from an MK'F 
bud. 

Magnification. 

I'3'F MK'F 

A) 305 x 
C) 137 X 

B) 305 X 
D) 137 X 



Figure 14» Cross sections of anthers at the pollen grain stage in MKF 
and Ili'F plants. 
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In Figure 15A further deterioration of the anthers of the MI-IF 

hybrid is noted and the tapetal cells are seen nearly filling the 

cavity. 

Tapetal abnormalities are not uncommon in male sterile plants. 

In fact, the destruction of maturing pollen is most frequently asso

ciated with unusual tapetal activity. Francis and Bonis (1970) noted 

in male sterile plants of ^ maxima, cell enlargement and division of 

the tapetum which eventually invaded the anther cavity, crushing the 

immature pollen. 

No intact pollen was ever found at anthesis in MKF plants but 

there was dehiscence from anthers of IL''F flowers. Because of the type 

of triploidy in these plants, there was much variability with respect 

to pollen size. Figure 15B shows such pollen from an KM*F flower at 

anthesis. 

Based on the expansion of the binomial, the probability of 

gamete formation in alloautotriploids of Cucurbita can be determined. 

Table 10 lists the gametes, chromosome constitution of each gamete, 

formula for calculating gametic frequencies and the expected frequencies 

when there are 20 homoeologous chromosomes. 

If it is assumed that only N, 2N, N + 1, 2N - 1, and N + 2, 

2N - 2 gametes will be viable then the total percent viable gametes 

would be 0.04 for 20 homologues and 20 homoeologues but the actual 

stainable pollen observed was 17(Table 11) or over 400 times greater 

than expected. 
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Figure 15• Maturing anthers in lilF material and dehisced pollen from 
I1;'F material. — A) The longitudinal section of the MIF 
bud reveals gigantic tapetal cells (arrow) nearly filling 
the anther cavity. B) Dehisced pollen from an I-JI'F bud 
shows the highly variable size of the pollen grains due 
to the triploid nature of the plant. Uniformly red stain
ing pollen is presumably viable. 
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Table 10. The chromosome constitution and expected gametic frequencies 
based on the formula for the probability of gamete formation 
in an alloautotriploid of Cucurbita. 

Gamete 

Gametic 
C. moschata 
chromosomes 

Constitution 
C. foetidissima 

chromosomes Formula 

Gametic 
Frequencies 

• n-20 

N 20 0 1 .00000095 

2N 20 20 
n * 
2 .00000095 

M+l 

2N-1 

20 

20 

1 

19 

n! 
11 (n-l)t 

.00001907 

.00001907 

M+l 

2N-1 

20 

20 

1 

19 
2" 

.00001907 

.00001907 

N+2 

2N-2 

20 

20 

2 

18 

n! 
2! (n-2)! 

211 

.00018120 

.00018120 

* n = the number of C. foetidissina univalents. 
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Table 11. Percent stainable pollen in the alloautotriploid MM'F. 

Bud* 
$ Viable 
Pollen 

1 21.4 

2 16.6 

3 15.0 Mean 17.45S 

4 20.5 Ran̂ e (13-72 - 21 .Ufo) 

5 13.7 

* 1400 - 1600 pollen grains were scored for each bud. 
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Other alloautotriploids however, had a mean of 6.9,0 stainable 

pollen, considerably lower than the MM'F hybrid. 

Since many micronuclei were present (2.3 per quartet configura

tion) it is evident that chromosome material is lost or at least is not 

included in the microspore complement. With the loss of chromosomes 

there should be a greater number of gametes produced with fewer or no 

chromosomes of Cucurbita foetidissima therefore more viable gametes 

would be found. With this in mind9 if many of the homoeologous chromo

somes became associated with micronuclei, then more of the gametes 

would then be viable. Data on chromosome behavior at telophase I 

revealed that a mean of 3.3 chromosomes were excluded from the two 

chromatin masses. Metaphase II data showed lagging chromosome material 

at both metaphase plates so it is entirely feasible that many of these 

homoeologues could be lost and the value would then approach the ran^e 

of expected percent stainable pollen. 

Genetics of Male Sterility 

Genie male sterility in this study is of the type which mani

fests itself by the total collapse of the androecium, prior to anthesis. 

There are three distinct male sterile complexes, the max complex, the 

F complex and the P compiex. The male sterile max complex is charac

terized by two cultivars of Cj_ maxima designated max max and max' majt'. 

Each is homozygous recessive for a different male sterile allele (Francis 

and Bernis, lc/70) and they are maintained in segregating populations by 
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crossing to their heterozygous male fertile counterpart. The dominant 

male fertile gene is the third allele in this series. 

Five allodiploid hybrids were made using lundelliana and two 

cultivars of C •> moschata as the pistillate parent. These hybrids are 

designated as maxL, max'L, maxM, max'H and max'l-I'. In every case these 

hybrids as well as the max max LI, amphidiploid were genie male fertile 

as indicated by pollen dehiscence. The degree of pollen stainability, 

as previously discussedt was highly variable due to chromosomal 

sterility. 

These data show that the L, K, and M* genomes carry the dominant 

allele Tor male feitility in the max coin pi ex of genie male sterility. 

The F complex is characterized by the presence of genie male 

sterility only in interspecific hybrids between two cultivars of 

2 2 
moschata (I-a-i and V, M ) and C^_ foetidissima. No genie sterility is 

evident in the individual species which are used in making the genie 

male sterile hybrids. Table 12 summarizes the data for the F complex. 

In Table 12 several things can be noted. Each diploid species 

is fully fertile and viable pollen in those plants analyzed was greater 

than 97^« The autotetraploid, KUJI was also male fertile but naturally 

it would be expected that pollen viability might be reduced depending 

on the degree of multivalent formation. In Tact, analysis of the Mlli 

autotetraploid revealed only 46/j normal quartets, considerably reduced 

from the 100,o value of the MK diploid. 

The J IF allodiploid, MIFF amphidiploid and tl-.'F and KFF alloauto-

triploids are all male sterile in that there is complete anther collapse 



Table 12. Male fertility and pollen viability in species and inter
specific hybrids involved in the F Complex. 

io Viable 
Cross Offspring Fertility- Pollen 

Autodiploids 

MM x MM MM male fertile 99.6 

M»M» x M«M» M'M* male fertile i i > i TTTT 

MM x M'l'i* MM* male fertile 97.9 

FF x FF FF male fertile 98.4 

LL x LL LL male fertile M I I-

Autotetraploids 

MM treated* MMMM male fertile 1111 

Allodiploids 

MM x FF MF male sterile 

MM x LL ML male fertile 78.8 

Amphidiploid 

MF treated* MMFF male sterile 

Alloautotriploids 

MMFF x KM MMF male sterile 

MMFF x M'M1 MM'F male fertile 17-4 

MMFF x MM' MM'F 1 male fertile 

M̂ M1 

MMF 1 male sterile 

MMFF x M̂ M1 MM̂ -F male sterile 

MMFF x M2!!2 MM2F male fertile 4. 5 

MMFF x I-PK3 MM3F male fertile 12.6 

MMFF x MV* MMV male fertile 4.8 

MMFF x M5M5 / / MM5F male fertile 10.8 

MMFF x M6M6 MM6F male fertile 1.8 

MUFF x FF MFF male sterile 
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Table 12 (Cont). 

# Viable 
Cross Offspring Fertility Pollen 

Triple haploid 

MMFF x LL MFL male fertile 24-7 

• n i l  no data taken. 
* treated vdth colchicine to double the chroraosome number. 



at floral maturity. The sterility is apparently a result of the inter

action between the M and F genomes. A dosage effect does not appear 

to be operating here since the presence of one or two M or F genomes 

does not alter the sterility status of the hybrids. The presence of 

any other genome from the C . moschata species with the exception of 11^", 

restored fertility to the MF hybrid. This is a strong indication that 

the genes restoring fertility are quite widespread throughout mos

chata. Finally the presence of a lundelliana genome in the triple 

haploid, MFL also rendered the hybrid male fertile. Perhaps the 

genetics of these hybrid stamens is such that they are incapable of 

producing a gene product necessary for completion of anther development. 

There may be some sort of repression operating in which specific genes 

are: not activated or suppressed at the proper developmental stage. The 

abnormal growth of the tapetal cells could be directly related to this 

overall breakdown. Since tapetal cells eventually disappear (breakdown) 

in normal tissue soon after quartets are formed, there may be a gene 

system operating in the sterile hybrids which is incapable of "turning 

off" the production of precursors that maintain the integrity of the 

tapetal complex. Under the normal situation, these genes would stop 

operating after quartet formation. 

The introduction of an M1 genome prevents anthers from aborting 

by supplying a gene product necessary for the completion of anther 

development. This gene product either inhibits the effect of the gene 

supplied by the K genome or perhaps it provides for an alternate bio

chemical pathway which v/ould insure that the andxoecium remained intact 

until anthesis. Cucurbit a lundelliana is capable of restoring fertility 



equally well to these hybrids which is added support for the evolu

tionary link between the domestic species, no achat a and the vri.ld 

species , lundolliana. 

Based on gene action it could be shown that the MK diploid is 

homozygous recessive for a gene involved in maintainance of anther in

tegrity. The gene(s) function in the I-JF, 1-3IFF, IlhF and I-iPF Jjybrids 

is to produce a product which is capable of activating latent genes 

from the Cj_ foetidissima genome(s) which are deleterious to anther 

maturation. The diploid, homozygous dominant at this gene locus, 

when introduced into the hybrid is capable of suppressing the activity 

of the 11 gene and consequently no sterility ensues. Offspring from 

the cross I-3-IFF X IH-!1 would produce a 1:1, sterile : fertile ratio since 

the MK' diploid was heterozygous at this locus. 

• It is therefore apparent that the max complex and F complex 

are distinct from each other. The max complex reveals intraspecific 

genie male sterility caused by tv;o recessive alleles, one each in tv/o 

C» maxima cultivars. Interspecific hybrid crosses involving II.', M'M* 

or LL genomes with either max max or max1 max' yield male fertile 

progeny. In contrast, the F complex involves genie male sterility only 

in interspecific hybrids which contain II and F genomes. The presence 

of either an M' or L genome restores fertility (male) as in the max 

complex but there must be a different genetic mechanism involved since 

the M genome fails to restore male fertility in the I IF hybrids as it 

did in the hybrids with Cj. maxima. Undoubtedly different gene loci 

are operating in the tv/o systems. 
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The third system is the P complex which exhibits total genie 

male sterility in all interspecific hybrids involving palmata and 

C. lundelllana or any of the cultivars in moschata. 

Table 13 summarises the data from the interspecific hybrids 

which contain a C^_ pain: at a genome(s). It can be seen that none of the 

interspecific hybrids are male fertile. Any of the C_^ moschata genomes 

present in a hybrid involving Cj_ palmata either at the diploid, triploid 

or tetraploid level always leads to complete anther collapse. In fact 

the incorporation of an L genome along with II and P still leads to a 

male sterile triple haploid, MPL. Doubling the chromosome to produce 

the allohexaploid, l-liPPLL fails to restore male fertility. 

It can be stated that the male sterile P complex is a third 

system quite distinct from either the F or max complex. The lack of 

fertility restoration in any hybrid involving palmata is a further 

indication of its remote relationship with the other species of Cucur

bit a under discussion. Goldberg (1972) studying nucleic acid hybridi

zation in several species of Cucurbita, found that Cj_ palmata was only 

distantly related to other species such as C^_ lunaelliana, C. maxima 

and pepo. 

Cucurbita foetidissima, a semi-xerophyte, has been shown to be 

veiy remote from the other xerophytic species which include C^ palmata. 

This has been supported by breeding data from work compiled by IJhitaker 

and Berais (1c;65)i and by the behavior of squash and gourd bees noted 

in the study by Hurd and Linsley (1970). In addition, Bernis et al. 

(1967) have shown that there is a high percent punicic acid in seed of 
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Table 13• Male fertility in several interspecific hybrids involved in 
the P Complex* 

Cross Offspring Fertility 

Allodiploids 
MM x PP MP male sterile 

MM' x PP (M)P* male sterile 

Amphidiploid 

tIP treated MMPP male sterile 

Alioautotriploids 

MMPP x MM MMP male sterile 

MMPP x MM* (M)MP male sterile 

MMPP x M'M' Mtt'P male sterile 

MMPP x A2 MM2P male sterile 

MMPP x m¥ MM5P male sterile 

MMPP x PP MPP male sterile 

Triple haploid 

MMPP x LL MPL male sterile 

Allohexaploid 

MPL treated MMPPLL male sterile 

* ( ) indicates that the genome contains both M and M* chromosomes. 
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C. palmata and other xerophytes but low or non-existing amounts in C. 

foetidissima. C. lundelliana. and C_^ moschata as well as 11 other 

Cucurbita species. Thus is appears that there has been extreme evolu

tionary divergence of C. palmata. With this divergence therefore, it 

is entirely probable that the genetic pathways involved in androecial 

development have also diverged to the point that neither moschata 

nor lundelliana are now capable of restoring fertility to the hybrids 

involving palmata. Based on the evidence presented above, it appears 

that foetidissima has diverged less from either the wild or domestic 

species. 



SUMMARY 

The presence of genie male sterility in Cucurbita is noted by 

the total abortion of the stamens at anthesis. Chromosomal sterility 

on the other hand, manifests itself by the abortion of gametes with the 

anthers remaining intact throughout development. 

Two cultivars of maxima9 each containing homozygous recessive 

alleles for genie male sterility were pollinated by either lundel-

liana or one of two cultivars of moschata, to produce 5 interspecific 

hybrids. Each hybrid had much chromosomal sterility but all were geni-

cally male fertile indicating that lundelliana and C^ moschata both 

contained dominant genes for male fertility restoration. 

It was observed that the greater the number of bivalents at 

metaphase I, the more normal quartets were produced and greater was the 

percent of stainable pollen. The degree of bivalents and normal quar

tets could be used as criteria in estimating the percent stainable 

pollen. 

More compatibility exists between C_;_ lundelliana and the two 

C. maxima cultivars than between the two cultivated species of C^ mos

chata and C_;_ maxima, in that higher numbers of bivalents, greater 

frequency of normal quartets, and greater percent viable pollen were 

observed in the former hybrids. The wild mesophytic species, C. 

lundelliana is not only compatible with Cj_ maxima but also is with C. 

moschata. strongly linking it to the cultivated group. 
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A comparative study between two alloautotriploids I'MF and 

MM*F was made in order to determine the cause of male sterility in the 

MMF plant. In the genie male sterile alloautotriploid, microsporo-

genesis was normal up to the quartet stage. Microspores were seen 

surrounded by a tremendously thick cell wall that was never observed 

in male fertile material. Pollen grains were however observed so this 

thick wall did not appear to inhibit maturation. In observing sectioned 

material, tapetal cells in in IF buds began to enlarge after quartet 

formation said with maturation, progressive distortion and expansion of 

the tapetal complex was noted. In contrast, tapetal cells in IIK'F buds 

progressively lost their prominence as the buds matured. In the final 

stage of deterioration the androecial complex of the 1U-IF buds collapsed, 

prior to anthesis, whereas dehisced pollen from intact anthers was 

observed in the IlI-I'F flowers at anthesis. 

Genie male sterility therefore was intimately related to ab

normal developments associated with the tapetum. 

Three distinct genie male sterile complexes were operating in 

the material studied. The max complex involved intraspecific male 

sterility caused by recessive alleles in the species, C. maxima. 

Fertility was restored in hybrids between these male sterile plants 

with either lundelliana or moschata. 

Z complex dealt with interspecific male sterility caused by 

the interaction between genomes of moschata cv 'Butternut* and C. 

foetidissima. Fertility was restored by either lundelliana or several 

other cultivars of C. moschata. 
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The third genie male sterile system was termed the P complex. 

It occurred in interspecific hybrids between palmata and either C. 

lundelliana or any of several cultivars of moschata. The P complex 

therefore, is unique since no male fertility restoration was noted in 

any of the hybrids. 

The evidence presented above, strongly indicates; the close 

evolutionary link between the cultivated species and lundelliana, 

the similarities of foetidissirna with moschata and lundelliana, 

the remoteness of palmata to either the cultivated species or C. 

lundelliana. 



APPENDIX A 

STOMATAL LENGTH AND ITS APPLICATION 

The original method for determining whether or not colchicine 

treatment for chromosome doubling was effective, involved much time 

and space. Treated seed or plants were cultured in the laboratory and 

after active growth had resumed they were transferred to the greenhouse. 

As much as three months elapsed before male buds suitable for chromo

some analysis appeared. Not only was the verification of chromosome 

doubling a time consuming process, but much greenhouse space was taken 

up by treated plants. 

By using stomatal length as a tool for identifying a plant with 

double the original chromosome number, nearly two months in time was 

saved. In addition, all plants were grown in flats under a bank of 

lights and stomatal impressions could be made as early as the two-leaf 

stage. Those seedling plants which had greatly increased stomatal 

lengths were transferred to the greenhouse while the rest of the seed

lings were discarded. Table 14 summarizes the data on stomatal length 

for the various species and interspecific nybrids examined. The plants 

will be identified by genome designation. 

It can be seen that in all cases when the chromosome number was 

doubled, the stomatal length increased by at least 20fj. Figure 16 
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Table 14. Length of storaates in several species and interspecific hybrids 
of Cucurbita. 

Species of Mean Stomatal Length (microns)* Percent 
Interspecific Hybrid Diploid Tetraploid Increase 

FF 20.4 28.6 40.2 

PP 22.0 27-3 24.1 

LL 19.0 26.4 38.9 

i#; 17.7 25.5 44.1 

M»M» 17.0 24.5 44.1 

Max Max 19.2 26.0 35-4 

Max*Max' 20.9 29.8 42.6 

MF 19.1 27.1 41.9 

MP 20.7 25.0 20.8 

MaxL 17.8 25.0 40«4 

MaxM 18.4 24.3 32.1 

MaxM' 16.2 30.9 90.7 

Max»K» 18.4 30.9 67.9 

Triple haploid Allohexaploid 

MPL 20.2 32.6 61.4 

* 50 storaates counted for each plant. 
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b-

B 
Figure 16. The stomata of treated and untreated plants. — A) This 

photomicrograph shows the stomata of the triple haploid, MPL 
which had a mean length of 20.2 microns; B) Colchicine treat
ment of the MPL plant produced the allohexaploid, MMPPLL with 
stomata pictured that had a mean length of 32.6 microns. 
Both photomicrographs are magnified ll65«X. 



shows the comparison between stomates of the triple haploid, HFL and 

hexaploid, MKPPLL. 

Using stomatal length as criterion for determining if treated 

plants have undergone chromosome doubling has therefore proved to be a 

reliable and time saving tool for the cytologist. 



APPENDIX B 

COLCHICINE TREATMENT FOR CHROMOSOME DOUBLING 

Colchicine has been used for years as an effective chemical 

agent capable of inducing chromosome doubling in somatic cells. It 

can be applied as an aqueous solution or in a paste mixed with a sub

stance such a lanolin. 

The most successful time of treatment in Cucurbita is at the 

seed or seedling stage. Treatment of the apical portion of a mature 

stem was never successful most probably because the colchicine never 

completely penetrated the tightly compacted cell layers which surround 

the meristematic region. 

Seed Treatment 

Seed was pre-soaked in water to initiate the early processes of 

germination. The pre-soaking time was varied, depending on the species 

used. Some of the cultivated species such as C^ maxima and C_;_ mo sc hat a 

which show radicle emergence after two days of water imbibition, were 

pre-soaked for only 18-24 hours. Other species such as C^ lundelliana 

take 5-6 days before the radicle emerges so these seed were soaked for 

72 hours before the colchicine treatment was applied. All treatments 

were done at a temperature of 30°C. 

Colchicine seed treatment applied without pre-soaking, produced 

nothing but diploid plants. Too much pre-soaking also led to problems. 
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The more pre-soaking, the greater the proliferation of cells which 

decreases the probability that all actively dividing cells will have 

doubled chromosomes. This would lead to a diploid plant or one with 

both diploid and tctraploid cell lines. If this occurs the diploid 

cells being more active, would eventually overpower the tetraploid cell 

line, producing in essence a diploid plant. 

The ideal colchicine solution for seed treatment was determined 

to be 0.2p, A stronger solution v;as lethal to most seeds and a solution 

less than 0.2$ most often failed to effect chromosome doubling. Treat

ment of 20 diploid noschata seeds with 0.2$ colchicine produced 17 

tetraploid plants. In contrast 30 seed treated with a 0.1$ colchicine 

solution produced no tetraploids. 

Seedling Treatment 

Young seedlings shovrlng a barely visible plumule were treated 

at a temperature of 30°C. Plants were inverted and placed in the 

colchicine solution so that the cotyledons and plumule were totally 

immersed in the liquid. Seedlings put in a 0.4$ solution for 12-14 

hours shovjed the greatest success in chromosome doubling. Greater than 

0.4$ colchicine usually was lethal and less than 0.4$ colchicine reduced 

the chance of success. 

In determining the nerits of each method of treatment it must be 

said that seed treatment greatly facilitates the technique and is therr-

fore more desirable. On the other hand, if interspecific hybrids were 

treated it would be frequently essential to use the seedling method. Sine 



many interspecific hybrids have a very weak, immature embryo, a further 

shock with a poison such as colchicine would surely be fatal. If how

ever, the embryo was cultured and the seedling began to develop, it 

would be considerably stronger and much more capable of withstanding 

the shock of treatment with colchicine. 

Ely utilizing the two methods of treatment it has been possible 

to double the chromosomes of species and interspecific hybrids of 

Cucurbita with high success. 



APPENDIX C 

KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV STATISTIC TEST 

Table 15« The mean percent stainable pollen in six interspecific 
hybrids. 

hybrid Number of observations in each percent category 
.4 1.0 1.5 2.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 75.0 80.0 

max'L - - - - - - - 1 3 1 -

maxL - - - 3 - 2 - - - - -

max^' - - - 3 2 - - - - - -

maxM* 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - -

maxM 1 1 1 1 - - - - - -

ML 4 1 

a1200 pollen grains/each observation. 
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Table 16. The cumulative percent stainable pollen. 

Hybrid 
.4 1.0 1.5 2.0 5.0 

Accumulated observations 
10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 75.0 80.0 

max*L 20 80 100 100 100 

max L 60 60 100 100 100 100 100 100 

max'M' 60 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

maxM* 25 50 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

maxM 25 50 50 50 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

ML 80 100 



Table 17* The deviations in cumulative percent stainable pollen. 

Hybrid Comparison 
• A 1.0 1-5 2.0 10.0 

Deviation 
15-0 20.0 25.0 30.0 7?»o 80.0 

max' L - max L 60 60 100 80 20 0 0 0 
- max M* 25 50 75 100 100 100 100 30 20 0 0 0 
-max' M* 60 100 100 80 20 0 0 0 
-max M 25 50 50 50 75 100 100 80 20 0 0 0 
- M L 20 80 100 20 .0 

max L - max M» 25 50 75 100 AO 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- max* M* 0 AO 0 0 0 0 0 0 
— max M 25 50 50 50 15 AO 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- M L 60 60 100 100 100 100 20 0 

max M* - max* M' 25 50 75 100 AO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- max M 0 0 25 50 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- M L 25 50 75 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 20 0 

max1 M* - max M 25 50 50 50 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- M L 60 100 100 100 100 100 20 0 

max M - M L 25 50 50 50 75 100 100 100 100 100 20 0 



APPENDIX D 

FREQUENCY OF BIVALENTS 

Table 18. Variation in the frequency of bivalents from 5 diploid 
hybrids of Cucurbita. 

Number of 
Bivalents 

max'L 
Hybrid 

maxL maxM• 
Number of Cells 

max'M1 M L 

20 14 8 3 — 24 

19 14 16 4 8 4 

18 7 6 5 3 2 

17 — 4 4 7 — 

16 — — 1 5 — 

15 — — 3 12 — 

14 — — 5 — — 

13 — — 3 — — 

12 — — 5 — — 

11 — — 2 — — 
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